“We have ways to make you talk.”
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Movies for Moderns
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
MOVIES
FOR MODERNS
Reflecting On Existence
Fri and Sat, Aug 21 & 22
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts
Aug 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30 Sept 4, 5
The Yes Men ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn
A pair of hapless novelty salesman take us on
aJan
kaleidoscopic
tour of the human
condition infor an Academy Award for
Time
Bandits
8:30 @ Language
Bryan Park (Fri only)
17-26 Beanpole
is shortlisted
Best
Foreign

Beanpole

the new off-kilter comedy by Swedish filmmakFilm. In post-WWII Leningrad, two women, Iya and Masha (astonishing newcomers
er Roy Andersson. If Wes Anderson and Lars
Sun, Aug 23
Viktoria
Miroshnichenko
and Vasilisa
Perelygina), intenselyThe
bonded
after fighting side
von
Trier tried
to write a sitcom together,
the
Yes Men ... 7:00 @ Bear’s Place
result
would
something like Agunners,
Pigeon Sat attempt to readjust to a haunted world. As the film
by side
asbeanti-aircraft
on a Branch. –Salon.com

begins, Iya, long and slender and towering over everyone–hence
Fri and Satthe
Augfilm’s
28 & 29 title–works

Gueros 7:00
@ IU FineAArts
as a nurse in a shell-shocked hospital, presiding over traumatized
soldiers.
shockGUEROS

A Pigeon
Sat On A Branch
Aug
29, 30, Sept
4, 5, 6 them closer and also seals their fates. The
ing28,
accident
brings
28-year-old
Russian
A pair of university students attempt to track
Reflecting
7:45 @atIUthis
Woodburn
director Kantemir Balagov won Un Certain Regard’s Best Director ...
prize
year’s
down an unsung folk hero. Their simple trip
Groundhog Day 8:30 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Cannes
Festival
forbecomes
this richly burnished, occasionally harrowing rendering of the
to
find theirFilm
childhood
idol soon
apersistent
voyage of self-discovery
scars of across
war. Mexico
Sun, Aug 30
City’s
invisible
frontiers.
“A
gorgeous
of
Russia / subtitled / 137
min /slice
presented
in part by the Indiana
University
A Pigeon
Sat On ARussian
Branch and
deadbeat Mexico City slacker poetry…a work
Reflecting ... 7:00 @ Bear’s Place
East
European
Institute
of
genius…witty,
delicate
and often magical.
discovery
of and acted drama.
GUEROS
is the foreign-language
A devastating,
brilliantly
directed
2015
so far, and pretty
close
to the
bestYork
film Times
Fri and Sat, Sept 4 & 5
– Manohla
Dargis,
The
New
I’ve seen all year.” – Salon.com
Gueros 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts

Five stars! Brilliant… Balagov is a fiercely individual and quite staggeringly accom-

Gemma
Bovery– Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian
plished talent.

A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn

Sept 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26
Hairspray 8:15 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
Life begins to imitate art in uncanny ways
when earthy British beauty Gemma and her
Jan 17-26
In American
Dharma,
furniture
restorer
husband Charles
Bovery Academy Award winning filmmaker
Sun, Sept 6 Errol Morris conmove
to the
same Norman village
Gueros 7:00 @ Bear’s Place - Last Chance!
tinues
hisvery
examination
of thewhere
nature of evil.
Emma Bovery was written. Whether you’ve
No Flaubert
stranger
to Gemma
sittingBovery
downis an
with some of the most controversial figures of our time,
read
or not,
Fri and Sat, Sept
& 12Trump
Morris trains
his
lens ofonmanners.
Stephen K. Bannon, former Chief Strategist
of11the
insightful,
delightful
comedy
Meru 6:45 @ IU Woodburn
(UK/France;
99 min) In their wide ranging conversation, Morris questions
administration.
Bannon on his

American Dharma

Gemma Bovery 7:30 @ IU Fine Arts

background, belief system, his worldview, his current feelings
MERU
Selenaabout
8:15 @ Donald
Bryan ParkTrump,
(Fri only)

and11,how
such
as27,
Henry
Sept
12, 13,films
18, 19, 20,
25, 26,
Oct 2, 3King’s Twelve O’Clock High, John Ford’s The Searchers,
The
Fin on
Mount Meru
sits 21,000
feet
Sun, Septunderstanding
13
andShark’s
Orson
Welles’
Chimes
at Midnight
became part of Bannon’s
of the
above the sacred Ganges River in Northern
Gemma
Bovery 7:00
@
Bear’s Place
world.
Frank
and
unflinching,
Morris
grapples
with
his
own
contention
of
Bannon’s
India. In the high-stakes pursuit of big-wall
ideology
methodology.
With American Dharma, Morris proposes that even for
climbing,
the and
mountain’s
perversely stacked
Fri and Sat, Sept 18 & 19
obstacles
make disagree
it both a nightmare
and an
those who
with Bannon,
ignoring him is a dangerous
course of action. 97 min
Meru 6:45 @ IU Fine Arts
irresistible calling for some of the world’s
Gemma Bovery 7:30 @ IU Woodburn
toughest climbers. In October 2008, renowned
alpinists Conrad Anker, Jimmy Chin and Renan
Cartel Land 8:30 @ IU Fine Arts
Ozturk arrived in India to tackle Meru.
Beetlejuice 8:00 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)

Gauguin: Live from the National Gallery, London

Jan 24, 25, 26; Sun, Feb 2 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater This brand-new 60-minute
for Moderns 812 339.2002 TheRYder.com
documentary about theMovies
life and
work of Paul Gauguin narrated by actor Dominic
West (The Wire, The Affair, Colette) and will be followed by a 30-minute private view
of the National Gallery exhibition, Gauguin Portraits, while it is currently on display in
London.
Filmed in Tahiti, France, the Marquesas Islands and the UK, the film explores Gauguin’s
extraordinary – and often problematic – artistic achievement, with commentary from
his descendants, artists and world experts. The film examines Gauguin’s legacy not
only through the lens of art history, but also those of gender and post-colonial politics, reassessing the artist’s treatment of young indigenous women and his role in 19th
century French colonialism.
The private view of this first-ever exhibition of Gauguin’s portraits was filmed exclusively for cinemas in high definition with stunning close-ups. Hosted by art historian
and broadcaster Kate Bryan who will welcome the cinema audience, the engaging and
insightful guided tour is led by the exhibition co-curator Christopher Riopelle, with illuminating commentary from expert contributors including painter and sculptor Maggi
Hambling, and artist and writer Billy Childish. “BRILLLANT! Tenacious! Exuberant!” –
2 Andrew Lapin, NPR
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See TheRYder.com for last minute updates to our movie calendar
The Oscar Shorts Film Festival

Friday and Saturday, Jan 17 and 18
Beanpole – 7pm – IU Global Theater
American Dharma – 7:45 – Fine Arts

case the 15 Oscar nominees for Best Short Animation,
Documentary and Live-Action Film between Jan 31st

Sunday, Jan 19 at Bear’s Place
Beanpole – 4:30
American Dharma – 7:30

Jan 31-Feb 16 Special Screening Sun, Feb 2 at the
Buskirk-Chumley Theater We will once again show-

and Feb 16th. Hollywood movies are often impersonal
and risk-free — creative decisions are made by lawyers
and accountants. The Oscar Shorts are a celebration
of intimate, personal storytelling. No algorithms here.
And don’t forget to vote – ask for a ballot when you
enter the theater. If you pick one of the eventual Oscar
winners, you’ll win a complimentary ticket to another
film and you might also win Dinner for Two at at one of
our fine local restaurants.

What She Said: The Art of Pauline Kael
Feb 21-March 1 “The most powerful, loved, and hated
film critic of her time.” – Roger Ebert on Pauline Kael.
In a field that has historically embraced few women
film critics, Kael was controversial, witty, and fiercely
discerning. Her decades-long berth at The New Yorker
energized her fans (“Paulettes”) and infuriated her detractors. Her turbo-charged prose famously championed
the New Hollywood Cinema of the late 1960s and ‘70s;
some people say her enthusicastic review of Bonnie and
Clyde saved it from the drive-in. Pauline Kael’s papers
are archived at IU’s own Lilly Library; filmmaker Rob
Garver researched Kael’s unpublished writings and
watched her home movies, some of which are included
in the film, at the Lilly. During breaks, he ate lunch at
Bear’s Place. (94 min)

Rigoletto on the Lake

March 7-8 Two Nights Only! Giuseppe Verdi’s masterwork – compelling, blood – curdling and beautiful – is
being performed for the first time on the breathtaking
water stage of Lake Constance, Bregenz. One of Verdi’s
most popular works, Rigoletto is an unforgettable
tale of a sacrifice and revenge; of a father’s rage and a
daughter’s shame. It features several of opera’s bestknown arias-including Rigoletto’s passionate denouncement “Cortigiani, vil razza dannata,” Gilda’s dreamy
“Caro nome” and the Duke’s instantly recognizable “La
donna è mobile. ”Rigoletto was first performed in 1851
and is the first of the extraordinary “middle-period” trio
of Verdi masterpieces that also includes La Traviata and
Il Trovatore. Tickets: $10

Once Were Brothers:
Robbie Robertson and the Band
March 6-22 Inspired by Robertson’s 2017 bestselling
memoir Testimony, Once Were Brothers is a confessional, cautionary, and sometimes humorous tale of Robertson’s young life and the creation of one of the most
enduring groups in the history of popular music.

JAN/FEB 2020

Friday, Jan 24
Gauguin: Live from the National Gallery, London – 7pm – IU Global
American Dharma – 7:45 – Fine Arts
Saturday, Jan 25
Beanpole – 5pm – IU Fine Arts
Gauguin: – 7pm – IU Global Theater
American Dharma – 7:45 – Fine Arts
Sunday, Jan 26 at Bear’s Place
American Dharma – 3pm – Last Chance!
Gauguin: Live from the National Gallery,
London – 5:30
Beanpole – 7:45
Friday Jan 31 – Oscar Shorts
Animation – 7pm – IU Fine Arts
Live-Action – 7:45 – IU Global
Saturday Feb 1 – Oscar Shorts
Animation – 5pm – Fine Arts – Down
Live-Action – 7pm – IU Fine Arts – Down
Documentary Program 1 – 4pm – Fine Arts - Up
Documentary Program 2 – 6pm – Fine Art-Up*
Animation - 8pm - IU Fine Arts Up*
*Start time is approximate. Visit TheRyder.com
to confirm
Sunday, Feb 2 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Oscar Shorts: Animation – 2pm
Oscar Shorts: Live-Action – 4pm
Gauguin: Live from the National Gallery,
London – 7pm
Sunday, Feb 2 at Bear’s Place
Oscar Shorts: Documentary Program 1 – 5pm
Oscar Shorts: Documentary Program 2 – 7pm
Friday Feb 7 – Oscar Shorts
Animation – 6:45 – IU Fine Arts
Live-Action – 8:30 – IU Fine Arts
Saturday Feb 8 – Oscar Shorts
Animation – 5pm – Fine Arts - Up
Live-Action – 7pm – Fine Arts - Up
Documentary Program 1 – 4pm – IU Global
Documentary Program 2 – 6pm – IU Global*
Animation - 8pm - IU Global*
*Start time is approximate. Visit TheRyder.com
Sunday, Feb 9 at Bear’s Place
Oscar Shorts: Animation – 3pm
Oscar Shorts: Live-Action – 5pm
VISIT THERYDER.COM
FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE SCHEDULE CHANGES
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FEATURES
THE ROOMMATE
By Jordan Nel
Jen Silverman says, “There’s something so sanitized about the images we
receive of women who are, say, over thirty-ﬁve—and that image doesn’t
actually mesh with the ﬁfty-year-old women I know, who are hilarious and
complex and fascinating.” And so she wrote The Roommate. It’s next up at
Cardinal Stage. You should go see it. Bring your roommate.

BLOOMINGTON MUSIC EXPO
By Ethan Sandweiss

THE YEAR IN BOOKS, FILM,
MUSIC, AND TELEVISION

This year’s expo will feature live music, food, and drinks and so much
vintage vinyl that you’ll be tempted to bypass the live music, food and drinks

Our reviewers look at the best in film and music: more good
stuff than most of us can watch or listen to in 12 months, let
alone read about in this magazine in just a few weeks.

THE REPLACEMENTS
By David Brent Johnson
Sometimes one speaks of bands as prophets from a distant age. “I saw Patti
Smith in 1976… I saw R.E.M. in 1982… I saw Jeﬀerson Airplane/the Byrds/
Dylan in 1966… I saw Nirvana in 1990” etc. The Replacements were a onceupon-a-time phenomenon that released its ﬁrst record in 1981 and its last
one in 1990, in perfect parallel to the all-that-glitters-is-not-gold decade that
was the 1980s. The recent release of Dead Man’s Pop, a four-CD box-set,
captures the Replacements near the end of their trajectory, restoring their
penultimate album Don’t Tell A Soul to its original mix, providing a second
disc of outtakes that includes a well-oiled late-night encounter with Tom
Waits, and another two CDs of the band intensely shuﬄing through a live set
in Milwaukee circa the summer of 1989. And yeah, I saw the Replacements
once, in 1985, though I honestly don’t remember much of the concert.
Thank God I went.
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STAGES / TABLES

By Anthony Scott Piatt
Live shows and culinary delights
around Bloomington.

EVENT HORIZON

So much to do, so little time – check
out all that’s going on this month in our
Event Horizon centerfold.

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
In Jumanji: The Next Level A. Texting the group
what is Spencer doing on B. Reading a book about the jungle
C. Playing a game a lot like Jumanji.
the bus ride home.
D. Looking at pictures

Answer to Last Week’s Question:
Kate and Tom are discussing Frozen while
riding the bus.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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JAN 31 - FEB 16

The Ryder Film Series &
Needmore Coffee Roasters
present

at Bear’s Place and the IU Fine Arts Theater

Visit TheRyder.com for weekend screenings

Sunday, Feb 2 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater

JAN/FEB 2020
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STAGES

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...
by Anthony Scott Piatt

...FUNDRAISERS

HIGH PROOF LAUGHS FOR HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
alpha
Peter LoPilato
contributing editors
Pennﬁeld Jensen
Tom Prasch
Tom Roznowski
Paul Sturm
KD Self
Anthony Scott Piatt
Jason Vest
Colleen Wells

FEBRUARY 9TH, 7PM - CARDINAL SPIRITS
This beneﬁt for Habitat for Humanity takes places on the second Sunday of January, February, and March. A ﬁve dollar donation goes to Habitat. High Proof Laughs is a collaboration
with the Limestone Comedy Festival and Cardinal Spirits. Hosted by MC Mat Alano-Martin,
the series features former Limestone Comedy Fest performers alongside some new additions.
Doors at 6pm, show at 7pm.
Help Habitat and yourself. As Erica at Cardinal put it, “Because craft cocktails + cracking up
is something we could all use a lot more of in 2020.”

...LIVE MUSIC
OHMME

FEBRUARY 26TH, 9PM - THE BISHOP PRESENTED BY SPIRIT OF ‘68

Justin Chandler
art direction
Stephanie Watters Flores
graphic design
Danielle Kay Lucas
Billy Clouse
contributing writers
Michal Ann Carley
Rachel Himsel
Yaël Ksander
John Linnemeier
John Bob Slone
Brian Stout
Sally Rogers
Buddy Sorrell
snake charmer
Filiz Cicek
lunch room monitor
Wanda Feathers
ethics and compliance
Alan Abel
animal trainer
Dwayne Hardwick
publisher’s wardrobe
Tom Ford
Nicky Hilton
omega
Peter LoPilato
The Ryder is published 10 times annually
by In-the-Dark Enterprises and is distributed
in Bloomington and on the campus of
Indiana University.
812 727.0775 editor@TheRyder.com
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Bloomington’s proximity to Chicago pays dividends in our entertainment. Far enough to
avoid non compete clauses with big city clubs, close enough to be a layover spot for national
acts and a distance worth the journey for regional acts. This includes music and comedy. With
the Comedy Attic above the Bishop, they work together on timing for their shows. I love this
community.
Which brings us to OHMME, Sima Cunningham and Macie Stewart which Noisey called the
“Heart of Chicago’s Music Community.” Classically trained yet accessible and have gained
the notice and collaborated with most of Chicago’s heavy hitters. Both were trained as pianists and both play guitar and other instruments. Their songs show this diversity with high
energy followed by atmospheric tunes.

RYDER

2 HOT 2 TANGO - BEN AND WINNIE

FEBRUARY 29TH, 7:30PM - JOHN WALDRON ARTS CENTER

Part concert by Billboard
World Music stars Ben and
Winnie, part Argentine tango
dance night, the Waldron
hosts a hot night of entertainment. Barefoot Argentine
Tango musicians Ben Bogart
and Winnie Cheung interact with the audience and
impart a passion for music,
dance, our planet, and the
connection and need for art
in our daily lives.
Spanning from the 1920’s
to the 2020’s, the show is
multi-faceted and highlights
our connection to each other
and our ecosystem.

...FILM

THE HARDER THEY COME - 4K RESTORATION
JANUARY 17TH, 10PM - IU CINEMA
Shout out to listeners of Reggae Children on WFHB. This is a great
opportunity for you and all of Bloomington to see the best version
of The Harder They Come with Jimmy Cliﬀ ever available. And the
IU Cinema is a beautiful theater and screen. This new 4K restoration of the 1972 Jamaican ﬁlm has many well known songs and is
a ﬁctitious look at an all too real life in Kingston of the time.
The ﬁlm had the tagline “With a piece in his hand, he takes on
the man” and it truly elevated what folks came to expect of
foreign ﬁlms. If you’re a fan of ﬁlm, music, or Carribean culture
this is a must see.

...COMEDY

GUY BRANUM

FEBRUARY 6TH - 8TH - THE COMEDY ATTIC

Guy has been the “Staﬀ Homosexual” for Chelsea Lately,
Totally Biased with W. Kamau Bell, on @Midnight, and
with Natalie Portman in the ﬁlm No Strings Attached. He
hosts Talk Show The Game Show on truTV that features
comedians and celebrities competing, but really just having
a blast.
His hilarious yet poignant Trump quote struck a chord...

“The most important thing is to beat Trump, the second
most important thing is to say all the democratic candidates
except for the one I like are just as bad as Trump.”
Which reminds me of this silly poem I penned for Sean
(insert any Bernie Bro here)...
Bernie ‘Til Bust
Biden if Must

Any Dem First

Trump’s the Worst
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB
for 22 years so far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites,
Cubanismo and more. He accepts submissions, comments, and
hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]

JAN/FEB 2020
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WHAT TO DIGEST
WHEN YOU’RE
EXPECTING...

BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our previews give preference
to fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus, local
specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment involving food. We
focus on the craft of cooking and the use of food as a community builder.

…FUNDRAISERS
AUSTRALIAN WINE TASTING BENEFIT THE WORLD
WILDLIFE FUND AUSTRALIA
January 22nd, 5PM to 8PM - C3
C3 does it again. Delivering great food and drinks, tastings,
and timely fundraisers. This time beneﬁting the World Wildlife
Federation Australia. Ten dollar donation at the door and 5% of
wine sales go to the charity. Reservations required, call 812-2878027. Koalas are adorable, thanks for helping them.

…HOLIDAYS
FOR YOUR VALENTINE
February 14th

C3

Join us on Valentine’s Day for a special 4 course prix ﬁxe
dinner with optional drink pairings. Reservations are
required, call (812)287-8027 to book your spot.

FARMBLOOMINGTON

Valentines Day Prix Fixe Menu. Dinners start at 5 p.m. Reservations recommended.

FEAST

Four course dinner $65 per person, seating times are 5 pm, 6:45
pm, and 8:30 pm. They are also hosting “the day after” Valentine
brunch on Saturday, February 15th from 9 am until 4 pm.

8

TRUFFLES

Valentine’s Day Prix Fixe Menu, 4 Course Food Menu will include cocktail or wine choice.

MARDI GRAS

February 23rd - 25th, 4PM to 9PM
Lennie’s Mardi Gras menu is an annual tradition. The new location on Kirkwood should only add to the festivities. The upstairs
open areas and the downstairs wood ﬁred oven combine for
festive atmosphere. There’s a balcony, beads, and a Mardi Gras
party… anything can happen.

RYDER

…SPECIAL EVENTS
FARM GOURMET CLUB

January 23rd, 6:30PM - FARMbloomington
The January Gourmet Club is a Robert Burns Dinner with Cock-a-

leekie soup and Haggis featured. A live bagpipe player and readings
of Robert Burns poetry. Reservations recommended.

February 20th will also be a Gourmet Club with an as yet undetermined theme.

FIFTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

February 3rd - 9th - Cardinal Spirits
Local food and drinks are what Tables is all about. So we celebrate
the ﬁfth anniversary of Bloomington’s ﬁrst and only craft distillery,
Cardinal Spirits. This six day celebration features ﬁve dollar cocktail

specials. 5 for 5, congrats Cardinal. Cocktails on special the Moscow
Mule, Bramble Mule, G&T, and Brandy Old Fashioned.

FACING FREEDOM:
A CELEBRATION OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON

January 30th, 5:30PM - FREE - Ivy Tech John Waldron Arts Center
We ﬁt this unique even in the Tables section and for that purpose we’ll call it Facing Freedom: A Celebration of Alexander
Hamilton… with Cake! The cake part ﬁrst (priorities), Hamilton’s birthday cake will be prepared by the Ivy Tech Baking and
Pastry Program.
There will be speakers from Ivy Tech including political science
professor Kasandra Housley, professor Donn Hall, and ﬁght
choreographer Matt Herndon speaking respectively on the history involved and the modern changes in theater caused by the
success of Hamilton. You can also register to vote!
“The Hamilton birthday celebration will be an opportunity for
students and the broader community to discuss topics ranging
from freedom, advocacy, immigration, and equity – all of which
are relevant today,” Jordan Ferguson co-author of the Facing
Freedom grant shared, “It is a chance for us to learn from Hamilton, both the man and the production, and reexamine our own
rights, privileges, and biases.”

WILL JOHNSON MUSIC AND PAINTINGS
February 7th, 5PM to 7PM - Lennie’s

Food, art, and music sounds like a well rounded night. Will Johnson brings painting and music to Lennie’s. From Texas, but with
the local connection of Secretly Canadian releasing the Molina &
Johnson record with Jason Molina. Johnson will play songs and
talk about his art over a couple hours of storytelling... verbal,
visual, and musical.

…UPCOMING
Truﬄes reminded us that they and many other local eateries will
be participating in Devour Bloomington, which begins on February 24 this year. Having had the Truﬄes Devour menu last year, let
me recommend it for both craft and value.
“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy the ride… “It
may be healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer and thanks, than to eat sprouts
and bread with doubts and dread.”

JAN/FEB 2020

[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 22
years so far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more.
He accepts submissions, comments, and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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BY JORDAN NEL
[editor’s note: The Roommate is next up in Cardinal Stage’s
2019-2020 mainstage season, running January 30 through February
22, 2020 at the John Waldron Arts Center in the Rose Firebay with
Bloomington’s Constance Macy as Robyn and Chicago-based actor
Adrianne Cury as Sharon. Visit cardinalstage.org for more details.]
When New York-based writer Jen Silverman imagines
a new play, she thinks about transformation. “In a lot of my
plays,” notes Silverman, “I’m really interested in this question
of how do you transform and can we transform and what does
it take to become the thing that we want to become and can
we?” Silverman’s 2015 play The Roommate feeds on this liminal
space of can, following two women in their mid-fifties as they
navigate the transformative leap between what is and what can
be—and at what cost.
The play begins as Robyn is moving her things into
Sharon’s large, old house in Iowa City. Sharon is the mother
of an adult son, divorced, in need of a roommate and a
break from the mundane world of missed phone calls to her
son and Thursday night book club. Robyn is a tight-lipped
New Yorker, reserved next to Sharon’s exuberance, and
looking for a fresh start. As the new roommates have never
met, the play’s momentum hinges on their getting to know
one another, that semi-awkward process necessitated by
the unique circumstances of suddenly becoming intimate
strangers. Initially unsure of Robyn’s interesting possessions
and habits, Sharon finds that Robyn’s panache is just what her
isolated, Midwestern existence needs, even if they are the very
tendencies Robyn is trying to escape.
Though familiar to audiences from stories like The Odd
Couple or Thelma and Louise, the plot is more than a predictable
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“There’s something
so sanitized about the
images we receive of
women who are, say,
over thirty-five—and
that image doesn’t
actually mesh with
the fifty-year-old
women I know, who are
hilarious and complex
and fascinating.”

story of unlikely friendship
and midlife crisis. “It’s rare for
us to see exciting, provocative,
complicated, morally
ambiguous portraits of older
women onstage or on screen,”
says Silverman about her choice
of characters and subject matter.
“There’s something so sanitized
about the images we receive
of women who are, say, over
thirty-five—and that image
doesn’t actually mesh with the
fifty- and sixty-year old women
I know, who are hilarious and
–JEN SILVERMAN
complex and fascinating. I
wanted to write a play that gave
two female characters the same due that older male characters receive
much more often.”
There is situational comedy throughout the one-act play that
is akin to an Oscar-and Felix-esque repartee, but the gravitas of
the story runs deeper as it follows the transformational power of
what can be when we form relationships with others that change
us. In the playwright’s note in the preface of the script, Silverman
advises playhouses to avoid thinking of the work as pure comedy:
“The humor comes from a dark and often lonely place, which keeps
Sharon’s escalating choices from feeling like absurdist flourishes. The
second the play tips into ‘broadness’ or ‘farce,’ it loses its heart.”
The play is certainly not meant to be absurd (as are many of
Silverman’s previous works like The Moors), but it is not wholly
a work of American realism either. “I was interested to explore
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and then subvert that particular set of
conventions,” recalls Silverman. Rather,
the story finds poignancy in voicing female
characters who find themselves in the
midst of a transitional time of life that is
often considered unglamorous: middle age.
Although Silverman is in her thirties and
has yet to go through the vagaries of midlife
herself, she believes that Sharon and Robyn’s
story finds universality in its central theme
of transformation: “What it takes to get to
a point in your life, whatever that point is,
where you look at your life and you realize, I
cannot do this anymore, I can’t live this life, I
can’t wear these clothes and walk through my
day in this way that I’ve been doing,” explains
Silverman. Sharon and Robyn are two women
who are experiencing this kind of transitional
node in their lives; Sharon wants to escape
the mundane even as Robyn seemingly tries
to entrench herself in it by moving to Iowa
and rooming with a woman in her mid-fifties
whose life is routinely predictable and “safe.”
As the play progresses and audiences see
that Sharon is anything but predictable, they
also learn that the story is not only about selfdiscovery, but also about escape—escaping
the past, expectations, even the labels placed
upon us as society upholds such expectations.
Robyn speaks to this issue near the play’s
beginning, explaining, “People find specific
words for themselves because it’s easier
than not having words. You know? But it
doesn’t mean those words are all accurate
all the time.” The Roommate is an exploration
in breaking away from life’s labels and
dwelling in the liberating space of what life
can be as we see Robyn run from past choices
that haunt her and Sharon run toward the
possibility of a different life.
Silverman first developed the play and
fulfilled her vision to provide a new voice for
middle-aged women in theatre for the 2015
Humana Festival of New American Plays at
Actors Theatre of Louisville alongside director
Mike Donahue. With only two characters
(what those in the business call a “twohander”), the play is tight in its construction
as the dynamic and transformative
relationship between Sharon and Robyn
propels the story to its unexpected conclusion.
At its conclusion, the play attempts to answer
some of the essential questions that Silverman
says has haunted her for some time: “Can we
ever become something other than what we
are? And how do people make us different
even without realizing it?” Audiences will
surely resonate with these questions as they
see how the two characters sharpen and
change each other throughout the course of
their time on stage.
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MonroeCountyYMCA.org

We have it all!
We offer a wide range of Group Ex classes.
From water classes in heated pools to Barre classes in
our new Northwest Y Barre Studio; Power Pump in the
mornings before work to Cycling on Saturdays. We even
offer free drop-in childcare during your workouts.
Join our community now!
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Bloomington Music Expo

2020
By Eth an S a n d w eiss
On February 7th and 8th, local nonprofit Visit
Bloomington and record label Secretly Canadian will cohost
the second annual Bloomington Music Expo--Indiana’s only
public vinyl show. Record stores, music labels, and private
collectors from across the state will, Expo organizers hope,
attract collectors and music aficionados from across the region,
as will several live acts featuring local artists.
Mike McAfee, executive director of Visit Bloomington,
believes that, for a town of its size, Bloomington has
contributed more than its share to the music world. From
jazz legends Hoagie Carmichael and David Baker to classical
virtuosos such as Joshua Bell and rock stars like David Lee
Roth, a variety of noted musicians have cut their teeth in this
city’s bars and concert halls, or simply trace their family roots
here. McAfee fells that the town’s prodigious musical output
should be reflected in a vinyl show of sufficient magnitude.
“I go to vinyl shows up in Indy, and they’re packed,” McAfee
informs me over a beer in Bloomington’s subterranean bar,
the Orbit Room. “I thought, we could do this better.” The 2019
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The 2019 expo drew an unexpectedly large
crowd, including a good number of families.

expo drew an unexpectedly large crowd, including a good number
of families. “It’s more interactive than the traditional record
convention,” McAfee notes, inside some stuffy space inside a weird
hotel.” Like last year’s expo, this year’s will feature live music,
food, and drinks from Bloomington Brewing Company.
Down the bar from McAfee, Orbit Room owner Mike Klinge
is listening in. His bar is sponsoring the Expo, and it is here, on
the evening of February 8, that the show will end with live music
and a reading by Erin Osmond, author of Jason Molina: Riding
with the Ghost. Her book is a biography of one of Bloomingtonbased Secretly Canadian’s most influential artists, who died in
2013 from complications related to substance abuse. Molina’s
memory features heavily in the Expo, as its headlining band,
Molina – A Memorial Electric Co., consists of the late artist’s former
bandmates. McAfee hopes a reunion of the surviving members
of Magnolia Electric Co. will attract members of the Bloomington
diaspora over shared nostalgia for the town’s early 2000s music
scene. “During the last expo we had an Impossible Shapes reunion,
which really brought back a lot of community members,” McAfee

RYDER

says. Last year’s reunion of the successful Secretly Canadian
act also marked the first time in a decade that its members had
performed together onstage. In addition to Memorial Electric
Co., artists Amy O, Glitter Brains, Shai Marie, and Lara Lynn &
The Kid will be playing throughout the day.
Besides providing a venue for live performances and
record exchanges, the Expo’s planning committee hopes to

This year’s expo will feature
live music, food, and drinks.
support the Bloomington music scene. Behind the bar in the DJ
box, Jar Turner is spinning records. There is often a DJ in the
Orbit Room, and tonight’s happens to be the general manager
for Bloomington’s community radio station, WFHB, where
McAfee hosts his own show. Turner’s station, which has been
on the air for the past 27 years, will one be one of the primary
beneficiaries of ticket sales, along with the Shalom Center and
Girls Rock Bloomington--artist Amy O’s music camp for girls,
transgender, and nonbinary youth.
“It can be easy to forget how much music has meant to our
community and how engrained it really is,” says Rachel Glago,
Projects Coordinator for Secretly Canadian. Glago sat on the
expo’s planning committee last year and is excited for its
future. Although none of her label’s current artists are slated to
perform, Secretly Canadian is responsible for attracting smaller

labels across the region to the Expo and is once again hosting its
own booth. “When Mike first approached us about the Expo, it was
about the records rather than live music performance,” says Glago.
“I’m glad to see it turn into something else.”
Nevertheless, Rachel Glago maintains that the vinyl show
remains the expo’s biggest draw. “It was amazing to see how
much vinyl was there,” she recalls of last year’s Expo. “You can
find some amazing stuff. There’s still this basement, grungy,
old-man-vinyl-collector vibe; it’s what these folks have been
dedicating a lot of their lives to. Whether or not you buy anything,
it’s cool to see.” The resurgence of vinyl sales over the past
decade marked a surprising turnaround in the digital age, and a
show of this size in Bloomington would have been unthinkable

Still, the vinyl show remains
the expo’s biggest draw.
not long ago. Surprisingly, Glago attributes this turn around to
the popularization of paid streaming services. “Putting costs on
streaming has reminded people of the importance of music itself,”
Glago says.
Tickets for the Expo are only $5, but those who pay an
additional $5 are eligible to browse the stacks for up to an hour
before the event begins. Entry is also free to children and to
students with a valid ID.

Expand and explore your idea of democracy.

courses • internships • films • discussions • more
themester.indiana.edu
JAN/FEB 2020
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BOOKS

By Robyn Ryle

E

very year is a good year to take refuge in books. Perhaps
in 2019 this was even more true than usual. From fantasy worlds where gender ﬂuidity and a variety of sexual
identities are totally normal to a poetic exploration of the daily
search for joy, here are some of the best pages I escaped into
this year.

BEST BOOK FROM A BIG PUBLISHER
YOU MAY HAVE MISSED:

The Swallows

BY LISA LUTZ (BALLANTINE BOOKS)
It’s 2009, eight years before the #metoo movement, when
Alexandra Witt joins the faculty at Stonebridge Academy, an
elite boarding school. Alexandra isn’t interested in changing lives or inspiring students to leap onto desks and recite
Whitman. When she discovers the Darkroom, a secret online
forum where boys at the school host a competition that rates
the sexual abilities of their female classmates, she ﬁnds herself
reluctantly leading the girls as they take matters into their
own hands. This is a great read on many levels, but well worth
it just for the blow job ﬂow chart alone.

BEST BOOK FROM A SMALL PRESS:

Three Ways to Disappear

BY KATY YOCOM (ASHLAND CREEK PRESS)
This winner of the
Siskiyou Prize for New
Environmental Literature follows journalist
Sarah DeVaughan as she
returns to India, where
her family lived until
the tragic death of her
brother. Sarah gets a job
doing public relations for
an organization working
to save the Bengal tiger.
Her job becomes more
complicated when she
achieves some fame by
breaking the rules of
wildlife management
and saving a drowning
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tiger cub. This story plunges readers into the fascinating world
of tigers and the complicated, sometimes dangerous, work of
the humans who try to save them.

BEST FANTASY:

The Priory of the Orange Tree

BY SAMANTHA SHANNON (BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING)
In the year when HBO’s Game
of Thrones wrapped up, there
was much talk of which new
fantasy series would ﬁll that
void. This walloping, 800-page,
epic wins that spot for me, especially if you’re someone who
found it hard to watch the casual violence inﬂicted on female
characters in Game of Thrones.
In this fantasy, the women kick
ass and the men are okay with
that. Gay and lesbian relationships get all the heart-rending
attention they deserve. If you
pay close attention, you might
even pick up on some subtle
feminist messages, like, perhaps
women are important for more
than their ability to reproduce.

BEST MEMOIR:

Sissy: A Coming-of-Gender Story

BY JACOB TOBIA (G.P. PUTNAMS’S SONS)
I didn’t expect this memoir from LGBT activist, writer, producer, actor and, most recently, the voice of Double Trouble
in the animated series, She-Ra and the Princesses of Power, to
be so funny. Like, laugh out loud funny. Yes, you’ll deﬁnitely
learn a lot about what it’s like to grow up knowing that you
Robyn Ryle is a writer and sociologist who lives in historic
Madison, Indiana. Her book about sports history told through
the lens of gender, sexuality and race—Throw Like a Boy,
Cheer Like a Girl: The Evolution Gender, Identity, and Race in
Sports—will be available from Rowman and Littleﬁeld in July
2020. You can ﬁnd her on Twitter, @RobynRyle.
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just don’t ﬁt the gender category everyone claims you’re supposed to belong to.
Especially interesting to me is Tobia’s experience being a token on Duke University’s campus, as well as their struggle with their southern, Methodist upbringing
(the passages about church camps are dead on). Tobia is one among many smart,
funny, and insightful transgender, non-binary and gender non-conforming people
leading us all toward a better world where being a sissy might be celebrated
instead of persecuted.

BEST NON-FICTION:

Midnight in Cherobyl:
The Untold Story of the World’s Greatest Nuclear Disaster

BY ADAM HIGGINBOTHAM (SIMON & SCHUSTER)
There’s an area in sociology that speciﬁcally examines disasters as social phenomena. Even “natural” disasters like hurricanes and earthquakes have a social component, as often those at the bottom of the social hierarchy bear the brunt of tragedies regardless of whether their origin is man-made or not. You can argue that the
essential lesson to be learned from the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in 1986 is about
the dangers of nuclear power. But in Higginbotham’s account, we see that just as
dangerous is a culture where the answers that people want to believe are true take
precedence over the actual truth. This detailed, well-researched and compelling
book teaches us that scientiﬁc and technological truths can be stretched only so far
before the consequences become deadly.

BUSKIRKCHUMLEY
THEATER
PRESENTS

BEST YOUNG ADULT NOVEL:

Like a Love Story

BY ABDI NAZEMIAN (BALZER + BRAY)
This novel, set in New York in 1989 in the middle of the AIDS crisis, is just one of
many young adult books that are leading the way in making our ﬁctional worlds
more diverse and, therefore, reﬂective of actual reality. Reza is a recent Iranian
immigrant who knows he’s gay but is deathly afraid of this truth. His only experience of gay life are media images of men dying of AIDS. Through his friends Judy
and Art, Reza is exposed to the world of gay activism and organizations like ACT
UP. This novel both educates its readers about this important period in American
history and reminds us that the acceptance earned by LGBT individuals is recent
and always tenuous.
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BEST BOOK OF ESSAYS:

The Book of Delights

BY ROSS GAY (ALGONQUIN BOOKS)
It’s a ﬁne line to walk in writing a book on the subject
of delight without becoming cliché or cloying. After
all, the world often appears less than delightful,
especially if you refuse to turn a blind eye to social
injustice and suﬀering. This is just one of the miracles
of Ross Gay’s collection of essays—to savor joy while
moving through a world that is often less than kind,
especially to a black man like Gay. Or a world that is
just less than kind to many of us. Gay’s delights focus
on the tiny, oft-hidden ways in which we do take care
of each other, in which our need for community and
communion shines through the mundane. In these
essays, Gay provides not just a refuge, but a road map
for making our own lives closer to the joyful world we
all want to live in.
And ﬁnally, for the best book written by this author in 2019, check out She/
He/They/Me: For the Sisters, Misters and Binary Resisters (Sourcebooks), an
exploration of gender in all its weirdness and wonder told in the style of a
choose your own adventure.
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THE YEAR IN

TELE VISION
by Dan Melnick
It’s that time of year again; not only do we get to look back
on the best short form entertainment of 2019, but we get to
return to our yearly pontification of what exactly is TV. Show
of hands, how many of you watch what you’d consider a
television show on your computer or your phone? Can a
television show be a television show if you don’t need a
television to watch it? That’s my new if-a-tree-falls-in-thewoods bit ….

But seriously, we live in the age of streaming and performance-driven
algorithms recommending me programs based on my personal tastes
and preferences.Thanks to those algorithms, what might be my
“best” may be your worst. I mean, I thought You was pretty good but
you might think it’s a narcissistic love letter promoting unhealthy
relationships. That’s the beauty, I guess. If our tastes could be so
different, why even try a Top Ten list--am I right? Well, because it’s
fun! In lieu of an actual ranking system, here are ten shows that I
thought worth watching for some reason or another. They may not all
be good, but there will certainly be something interesting about them.

This is Us (NBC)

Four years in and this show can still play the heartstrings like a
harp. You’ll laugh. You’ll cry. You’ll care. There’s plenty of drama,
but rarely is it drama for drama’s sake. Where this show shines is
with its characters. They all have plenty of nuance, so there’s no
shortage of story material.

The Dark Crystal Age
of Resistance ( N E T FL I X )

Where to even start? How about entrancing? Based on the
1982 film, this prequel series is high fantasy at its best. It just
so happens to be made with puppets. Marvel at the story,
the production design, or the technical wizardry of making
me care about a bunch of lifeless objects. There are so many
reasons to love this show.

The Boys ( A MA Z O N )

What if superheroes were a bunch of jerks? Not a hard concept
to sell, but this show pulls it off swimmingly. It’s probably
closest what would happen if superheroes were real, but this
show is worth watching alone for Karl Urban’s filthy-mouthed
character Billy Butcher.
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Barry (HBO)

Season 1 was so great, there was no need for a second one. Still,
networks and profits … so if you have to make a second season,
then you can only hope it’ll be as good as this one. Rather than
creating unlikely escalation, Season 2 drills down deeper into
Barry’s rage and ethics. It’s a fascinating watch.

RYDER

The Good Place ( N B C )

Movies in
the Parks

This show has always been great. Lighthearted, funny, endearing,
and able to tackle the toughest of philosophical and moral
quandaries, that’s literally what TGP is about. But the fact that it’s
going to end with only four seasons on purpose on a network giant
like NBC who could easily have pushed for more, is something of
a revelation. Maybe network TV is finally learning something from
streaming services.

Game of Thrones ( HB O )

Was it a good season? That’s a hard no. Was it a good ending?
Don’t even get me started. It’s a glaring example of how to throw
away the golden goose instead of trussing it up for a final dinner.
Hey, but at least it gave the internet something to complain about
for a couple of months …

Fleabag ( A M A Z O N )

Dark and witty, snappy and honest, it’s the perfect example of
what strong vision can achieve. It’s one of those shows where
describing it doesn’t do it justice. The beauty is in the execution, not
necessarily the plot.

Schitt’s Creek ( PO P)

Five years has never felt so short. To first revel in the downfall of
the Roses only to cheer at their inevitable rise has never felt more
gratifying. Every single actor on this show is so good at what they
do, it’s like a master class in comedy. Rarely do I call a show a
“gem”, but my goodness, does Schitt’s Creek sparkle.

Dead to Me ( N E T FL I X )

Two dynamite leads, great chemistry, and an intriguing premise,
but that’s just getting started. Mystery is the central conceit of this
show. A mystery the viewer knows the answer to pretty much after
the first episode, but rather than drag it out into uncomfortable
waiting, you’re invited into an amazing partnership of two women
who are just trying to move on.

Rick and Morty ( C A R T O O N N E T W ORK )

Is it high brow? Not particularly, but it’s pretty damned
entertaining. Each episode is a carnival of sheer randomness
and yet also a celebration of science. Much like the show itself, it
shouldn’t work, but somehow it does. I’ll say this much about it,
there isn’t anything else like it.
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DISNEY TRIVIA
AND MOVIE NIGHT

The Lion King (2019-PG)
Saturday, January 25
Trivia from 5–7 p.m.
Movie begins at 7 p.m.

Switchyard Park,
1601 S. Rogers St., Pavilion
Free movie and
family-style trivia
night presented
by Bloomington
Parks and
Recreation and
The Ryder.
Sponsored by: Steven Fortune,
Edward Jones Financial Advisor
and RLR Associates
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FILM

Parasite, The Irishman and Synonyms
By Joan Hawkins

This was an exceptionally good year for films. But locally,
this year was also a year of exceptional film series. So
before I discuss the ten individual films that made me sit up
just a little straighter this year, that made me see things a little
differently, I’d like to give a shout out to excellent curation.
Curating a good series is no mean feat. Not only does it
entail selecting excellent films, it also involves putting them
together in such a way that they play off one another, speak to
each other. It involves creating a juxtaposition that makes us
see relationships between and across films, but also see each
individual film a little differently. There were many excellent
series in Bloomington this year, but two deserve special
mention: Beyond Epic, an international series of long (and I
do mean long) films by famed directors and The Silent Days
of Cinema, a selection of films from the celebrated Pordenone
Silent Film Festival. Both of these brought films that are hard
to see in theatrical settings here to Bloomington, and presented
them in ways that were informative as well as aesthetically
stunning.
I would also like to commend The Ryder and IU Cinema for
their ongoing commitment to programming films by directors
outside the Euroamerican beltway, by directors of color and by
women directors. In an era when the lack of respect accorded
to women directors and directors of color continues to make
national headlines, I am happy to thank local programmers for
their inclusivity and their intelligence.
I said earlier that this was a great year for films. One symptom
of its greatness is the lack of overlap between many of my
favorite critics’ lists. John Waters, Amy Taubin, J. Hoberman all
diverged rather starkly this year. Richard Brody never confines
himself to 10, so his encyclopedic list contained most of the
others’ films. And the New York Times critics published their
lists later, so were able to include Little Women. None of them
mentioned some of my favorites. So throwing my hat into the
rather large ring, here are my 10.
Joan Hawkins is an Associate Professor of Cinema and Media
Studies in the Media School at IU. She’s the author of Cutting
Edge: Art Horror and the Horrific Avant-garde (2000); Downtown
Film and TV Culture 1975-2001 (2015), and co-editor of William
S. Burroughs: Cutting Up the Century (2019).
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Parasite (Bong Joon-Ho)

Parasite was probably my favorite film this year. Korean master
Bong Joon-Ho gave us a virtuoso cinematic rendering of the
yawning gap between rich and poor. It’s hard to say much about
the movie without spoiling it for people who haven’t seen it; but
the tone of the film—as with much Korean cinema—swings from
wildly comedic to very, very stark. If you’re watching at home it’d
be a great pairing with Us (Jordan Peele) or Shoplifters (Kirokazu
Kore-ada).

Nightingale (Jennifer Kent)

In terms of sheer emotional impact this film was the strongest film
I saw all year. It’s a brutal and devastating treatment of revenge
motifs, and I went into it thinking it was a rape-revenge movie. But
quite early on, Nightingale leaves all the standard horror tropes by
the wayside, and takes you to an infinitely more primal and brutal
space. The film is about Australian colonization and follows Clare,
a 21-year-old native Irish wife and mother held captive beyond
her 7-year sentence, desperate to be free of her obsessed master,
British lieutenant Hawkins. It is devastating, building such a level
of empathy for the two main characters—Clare and Billy—that, as
Prime Video says, “your heart breaks for them.” One of the best
films I’ve ever seen about the delicate political balance that links
white women to black men.
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The Souvenir (Joanna Hogg)

I’ve admired Hogg’s work since I saw The Exhibition (2013),
and I think it would be interesting to see these two films
together, back to back. The Exhibition is about the strains and
stresses in a long-term, middle-aged relationship. Souvenir is
about a young art student’s newly-minted relationship with
an older, unreliable man- -who just happens to be a junky. The
film is oxymoronic in that it’s beautifully shot, but occasionally
ugly to look at; sympathetic toward its characters but
unstinting in its exploration of gender, sexual, and romantic
politics. There’s nothing easy about it, or sentimental. And
that is part of its brilliance.

is the point--that this regime quite intentionally cuts women out.
And I think Scorsese is smart enough to see the problems caused by
a socioeconomic system fueled by a certain kind of gender-divide
and by Oedipal rivalries. At the end of the film, a much-debilitated
Frank so wants to talk to his estranged daughter that he goes to
the bank where she works and queues in the customer line. When
she sees him, she closes her teller window and walks away. It’s
a heartbreaking scene, but also an amazing commentary on the
thematic entirety of Scorsese’s oeuvre. As though all his films had
been building to this moment. The film is beautifully shot. And the
economy of glances, eyes met and unmet, caused one online critic to
say “if you want to know what cinema is, watch this film.”

Long Day’s Journey into Night 3D (Bi Gan)

Director Bi-Gan follows up his impressive debut, Kaili Blues
(2015) with this noir-tinged, cyberpunk fairytale about a lost
soul trying to find a missing woman from his past. The search
finally leads him to a dingy movie theater and it is there that
the film launches into an hour-long, gravity-defying 3-D
sequence shot in a single take. It is breathtaking. China’s
biggest arthouse hit of all time, Long Day’s Journey into Night
took in more than $40 million in its opening weekend at the
domestic box office. As I wrote to a friend, when the film was
over I just wanted to lay in someone’s arms and stop time.

Synonyms (Nadav Lipid)

There’s something aggressive about this movie which places
an alienated Israeli expat in France (or, as J. Hoberman notes,
within a French film). The first night he arrives in France, Yoav
comes out of his sublet bathroom, and finds that his clothes
have been stolen. He’s befriended by two neighbors, who
take him under their wing, only to fall under his spell. And
just what kind of protagonist he is—victim or user-- remains
an open question until the very end. The film’s title comes
from Yoav’s attempts to learn French. He carries a French
dictionary, and continually looks up words, finding synonyms
for everything that can be parsed. So “love” is “devotion,”
“dedication,” “regard.” But in fact these synonyms are flat and
pale reductions of the original emotive word, and the problem
of finding meaning is one of the central themes of the film. It’s
a troubling movie, as it presents both an opportunistic young
man and the cultural immigration wars plaguing France at
the moment. When Yoav marries a French woman and begins
his citizenship classes, there is a chilling sequence when the
teacher asks the students to recite the words of The Marseillaise,
the French National Anthem. The song is about defending
France from foreign invaders, and the verse the teacher asks
her emigré students to recite is “may impure foreign blood
irrigate our fields.” Online descriptions of the film make it
sound like a sweet comedy. There is that aspect to it, but it’s oh
so much more.

The Irishman (Martin Scorsese)

In some ways this has been Scorsese’s year. This summer,
his Rolling Thunder Review made the New York Times lists for
“10 best films so far this year.” And at year’s end, Irishman is
also near the top of many lists. It is a wonderful film—Frank
Sheeran (Robert DeNiro) is caught between 2 father figures:
Russell Buffalino (Joe Pesci) and Jimmy Hoffa (Al Pacino).
Between the Mob and the Union. The relationship between
these three men casts a stark light on a troubled aspect of
postwar labor history and on the toll that homosociality takes
on heterosexual families and marriages. The film has been
criticized for its lack of strong female roles, but I think that
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Little Women (Greta Gerwig)

If Irishman is all about men and the world they create, Little Women is
the quintessential woman’s story, chronicling the lives women make
for themselves when Dad is off fighting the war. In both the book
and the filmed adaptations, Dad’s absence is the structuring device
that enables the March women to forge their own society. And in
both book and films, when Dad returns, he is so sick and sickened by
the bloodshed he’s seen that he assumes his place within the family
culture his wife and daughters have created in his absence (rather
than reinstating some previous patriarchal system). When I talk
to my women friends about the books that influenced us as young
readers, the books we loved, there is often disagreement. But I have
yet to meet a woman who wasn’t influenced by this book, especially
by the character of Jo.
What Greta Gerwig does with this well-known story is nothing
short of magical. To begin she loosens the time frame, moving deftly
between story-past and story-present, punctuating the immediate
chronicle with moments from the larger tale of how Jo became a
writer—that writer, the writer of the story we’re seeing. And in this
version, Gerwig- -because she’s Gerwig—takes pains to show us
that women’s stories have an audience, that they matter. There’s a
scene that occurs nowhere else in the Little Women universe, where
a publisher’s daughters find the sample “Little Women” chapters he
has received from Jo (and rejected). They read them, and then burst
in on his breakfast, demanding the rest of the book—much to the
delight of the audience around me. It’s a lovely film to watch. It is
difficult to make a film set in the era of candle- and firelight look bad,
but the cinematography here is truly exquisite. And Gerwig deftly
draws comparisons between characters and establishes links through
her shot design. What Irishman does with glances, Little Women does
with bent heads and profiles. I’d love to see this film paired with
Can You Ever Forgive Me? (Marielle Heller), my favorite writer film
from last year. And there’s more than a little here that reminded me
of Virgin Suicides (Sofia Coppola, 2000), as this film, too, shows men
falling in love with an entire family of women.
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continued on page 22

event h
W E D N E S D AY, J A N 1 5 T H

• C&R House Band; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
• Call & Response Jazz Series; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, J A N 1 6 T H

• Alex Moﬀat; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The CET Posse Experience Film
Premiere; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• The Ophelias w/Plateau Below;
The Blockhouse; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, J A N 1 7 T H

• Alex Moﬀat; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• GOUT; The Blockhouse; 9pm
•

S AT U R D AY, J A N 1 8 T H

• Alex Moﬀat; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Clayton Anderson; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Another Round; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Mama Said String Band w/
Hammer & The Hatchet; The
Blockhouse; 7pm
• WYD; The Blockhouse; 9pm
•

S U N D AY, J A N 1 9 T H

Janelle James; The Comedy Attic; 2/13-2/15

• The Color of Medicine: The
Story of Homer G. Phillips
Hospital Film Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 4pm
• Misﬁt Toy Karaoke; The Back
Door; 10pm
Dizgo & Hyryder; The Bluebird; 2/15; 8pm

•

M O N D AY, J A N 2 0 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday
Celebration; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 6pm; free
•

T U E S D AY, J A N 2 1 S T

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, J A N 2 2 N D

• Minnesota Orchestra; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
• Joe Policastro Trio; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
• Call & Response Jazz Series; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, J A N 2 3 R D

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, J A N 24 T H

• Jimmy Pardo; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Grammy Award Winning
Rebirth Brass Band; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Karaoke; The Blockhouse; 10pm
•

S AT U R D AY, J A N 2 5 T H

• Jimmy Pardo; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Southern Accents-Tom Petty
Tribute; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Telling Our Story Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6:45pm
• The NeverEnding Story;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm
• MT Vice, Thin Lines; Bike Wreck;
The Blockhouse; 9pm
•

S U N D AY, J A N 2 6 T H

• Misﬁt Toy Karaoke; The Back
Door; 10pm
• Cicada Cinema Presents:
Jim Jarmusch Screening; The
Blockhouse; 7pm
•

M O N D AY, J A N 2 7 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, J A N 2 8 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Open Mic; The Blockhouse;
6:30pm
• Honky Tonk Tuesday; The
Blockhouse; 9pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, J A N 2 9 T H
• Henhouse Prowler ’s w/
Busman’s Holiday; The
Bishop; 8pm
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horizon
•

S AT U R D AY, F E B 8 T H

• Guy Branum; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Conexiones: Diverse Voices of
Spain & the Americas; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• Les Miserables; IU Auditorium;
2 & 8pm
•

S U N D AY, F E B 9 T H

• The Dark Crystal Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Les Miserables; IU Auditorium;
2 & 7:30pm
•

M O N D AY, F E B 1 0 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, F E B 1 1 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

• Red Not Chili Peppers; The
Bluebird; 10pm
• Hannah Marks Quartet; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
• Call & Response Jazz Series; The
Blockhouse; 8pm
•

•

• Jon Hancuﬀ & Friends!-Beneﬁt
Show; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• The Cadillac Three; The
Bluebird; 8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, F E B 5 T H

T H U R S D AY, J A N 3 0 T H

F R I D AY, J A N 3 1 S T

• Jon Hancuﬀ & Friends!; The
Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Back 2 Mac-Fleetwood Mac
Tribute; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Labyrinth Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Karaoke; The Blockhouse; 10pm
•

S AT U R D AY, F E B 1 S T

• Jon Hancuﬀ & Friends!; The
Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Lera Lynn; The Bishop; 9pm
• Mitchell Tenpenny; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• Mat Kearney; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm

M O N D AY, F E B 3 R D

• Cloud Nothings w/Swan Wash;
The Bishop; 8pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm
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T U E S D AY, F E B 4 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Bloomington Songwriter
Showcase; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Les Miserables; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•
• Hello Weekend; The
Bluebird; 10pm
• Les Miserables; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•

Playhouse; 7:30pm

S U N D AY, F E B 1 6 T H

• Wild & Scenic Film Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 6pm
•

M O N D AY, F E B 1 7 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, F E B 1 8 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• All Songwriters Showcase;
Bear’s Place; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, F E B 2 0 T H
•
•
•
•
•

Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
Space Jesus; The Bluebird; 9pm
State of the City Address;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm

F R I D AY, F E B 2 1 S T

T H U R S D AY, F E B 1 3 T H

• Ryan Niemiller; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, F E B 1 4 T H

• The Wiz Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Bill T. Jones and Arnie Zane
Company; IU Auditorium; 8pm
•

• Janelle James; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

Sam Bush; Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2/6; 8pm

•

• Janelle James; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Fat Pockets; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Casablanca Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, F E B 1 5 T H

• Janelle James; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Dizgo & Hyryder; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Love & Basketball Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Sileo Quartet; Brown County

S AT U R D AY, F E B 2 2 N D

M O N D AY, F E B 24 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm
• The Color Purple; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
•

T U E S D AY, F E B 2 5 T H

• Bloomington Pub Quiz; Bear’s
Place; 5:30pm
• Blues Jam; Bear’s Place; 8pm
• The Color Purple; IU
Auditorium; 7:30pm
Lera Lynn; The Bishop; 2/1; 9pm

T H U R S D AY, F E B 6 T H
•
•
•
•

Guy Branum; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
Muscadine Bloodline; The
Bluebird; 7pm
• Sam Bush; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
• Les Miserables; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, F E B 7 T H

• Guy Branum; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 8:30pm
• Bone Thugs-N-Harmony; The
Bluebird; 10pm
• The Princess Bride Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7:30pm
• Les Miserables; IU
Auditorium; 8pm
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continued from page 19

Uncut Gems and The Peanut Butter Falcon
By Brian Stout
Brian is a regular contributor to The Ryder and a blogger. His most
recent piece, Cancel Culture, appeared in our December issue.
https://whelmedblog.wordpress.com/.

The Irishman (Martin Scorsese)

The Last Black Man in San Francisco (Joe Talbot)
This is another film that is hard to describe without terrible
spoilers, since the impact of the film hinges on a single critical
plot twist. The story is about friendship and family and
loss, as Jimmie Fails (playing himself) attempts to reclaim a
Victorian house built by his grandfather. In part an elegiac ode
to a city that never was, the film is a moving study of the desire
for home and family, and what that means to a black man
growing up in the United States.

Disappearance of My Mother (Benniamo Barese)

Not since Nico has a woman been as miserable about her own
beauty as Benedetta Barzini, the subject of this marvelous
film. And nobody since Susan Sontag has been as critical
and dismissive of images. “Images lie,” Barzini tells her
documentary filmmaker son, Benni. She wants nothing to
do with them. It’s a bitter point between them and a difficult
conundrum in her own life. Barzini was a supermodel,
discovered by Diana Vreeland and the first Italian to appear
on the cover of Vogue. She was photographed by everyone,
and through her friendship with Gerard Malanga, appeared in
one of Andy Warhol’s screentests. In flashback we see clearly
that the camera loved her (and still does). But when the film
opens she wishes to leave all that. She plans to find an island,
she tells her son, and just disappear. He is trying to make a
movie—to capture her one last time; she is fiercely resistant,
but he is her son and so she cannot deny him, however angry
he makes her. The film is a wonderful commentary on the
prison house of the beauty industry, on mother-son love, and
on the difficulty a woman faces in crafting her own identity
and future.

“It’s Summer and We’re Running,” Watchmen
(Damen Lindelof, HBO)

Last year J. Hoberman cited the last episode of the long
running series The Americans in his 10 best list. When I read
that, I wondered how he could single out one episode in a
series—especially one whose power rested on all that had
come before. Singling out a series opening is perhaps less
problematic in that regard. But it still raises questions about
the entirety of the season. Watchmen is powerful, and if you
haven’t seen it, I encourage you to watch. Set in an alternative
future where masked vigilantes are treated as outlaws, the
series is a striking commentary on race and on contemporary
politics. I’ve singled out the first episode because when
I watched it, it felt so new. Stylistically and thematically
groundbreaking.

Special mentions: The Lighthouse (Robert Eggers), Pain and
Glory (Pedro Almodóvar)
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At three and a half hours, The Irishman has been characterized as a
big ask for 2019 audiences. But is it really, in the Peak TV era, when
many have logged hour after hour on series after series? It should
be seen in a theater, as should every Martin Scorsese picture, but it
is now on Netflix after a short theatrical run, and it is a remarkable
achievement. It is not Scorsese’s final film, but it is reportedly
Scorsese’s final foray into organized crime, and he has assembled
many of his key collaborators to tell the fascinating story of Frank
Sheeran, who claims to have killed Jimmy Hoffa. Much has been
made of the digital de-aging of Robert DeNiro and Al Pacino, and
yes, it is mildly distracting at first, especially on DeNiro. But would it
be any more jarring to have someone else play the role in flashback?
DeNiro, Joe Pesci, and particularly Pacino deliver their best work
in a couple decades in The Irishman, and the cast is stacked with
other stellar performances. Yes, Scorsese has mined organized crime
for several masterful films already, but The Irishman is more than a
victory lap. For the first three hours, it cruises along as effortlessly
as GoodFellas and Casino. But the final 30 minutes is a gut punch that
only an aging director still working at the top of his game could
deliver. In its powerful final act, The Irishman asks: What do you do
after you’ve outlived your partners in crime and all you’re left with is
the knowledge of your evil deeds? How do you live with the damage
you have done to others and to yourself?

Parasite (Bong Joon Ho)

Bong Joon Ho has garnered acclaim over the past several years for
films such as The Host and Snowpiercer, but Parasite is his masterwork,
a clever and timely meditation on class and privilege. One by one,
a struggling family talks its way into service work for an affluent
family through a tip from a friend. Over time, the family insinuates
itself further and further into the house, building to a stunning
conclusion. Thinking of the power structures in this country cannot
be avoided, but while an American version would likely demonize
the wealthier family, Parasite avoids that without making them
truly sympathetic, either. There is a complexity to both families that
compounds the film’s power as it offers a sharp and compulsively
watchable critique of income inequality and privilege.

Queen & Slim (Melina Matsoukas)

Beautifully directed, shot, and acted, Queen & Slim is a wrenching and
powerful drama about a couple who go on a mediocre date only to
find themselves inextricably linked and on the run after accidentally
killing a police officer who harassed and attacked them. Matsoukas
is known for directing Beyonce’s “Formation” music video and
episodes of HBO’s Insecure and Netflix’s Master of None. She brings
a dreamlike look and languid pace for its all-too plausible story. In
addition to the exemplary work from the leads, there is also strong
supporting work from a number of familiar faces, including Bokeem
Woodbine, Chloe Sevigny, Flea, and Indya Moore. Queen and Slim
is a powerful, all-too real story that leaves the viewer emotionally
devastated and keenly aware of its plausibility. While some have
anointed the film a Black Bonnie and Clyde, it is really closer to Thelma
and Louise. Bonnie and Clyde killed and robbed banks for fun. Queen
and Slim are seeking to elude a system that has already made up its
mind about them.
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DAN I E LLE KAY LUCA S

G r aph i c D esign
The Peanut Butter Falcon (Tyler Nilsson)
The biggest independent film hit of the year is
a heartfelt and humorous adventure featuring
fantastic performances from Zack Gottsagen
and Shia LaBoeuf. Borrowing elements from
Mark Twain, early David Gordon Green, and
Jeff Nichols, The Peanut Butter Falcon ties these
elements to an unsentimental portrayal of a
burgeoning friendship between Zack (played
by Gottsagen, who has Down Syndrome) and
Tyler (LaBoeuf). The film has an easy charm
and is most important for its realistic depiction
of a person who has Down Syndrome. Zack
is the lead character first and foremost, not
defined by his disability. He is a fully realized
character, at turns charming, heartbreaking,
and frustrating. Where so many films feature
characters with disabilities who are one-note,
Zack’s character, and the others’ reactions
to him, are far more varied and realistic.
Gottsagen brings authenticity to the character
that could not be achieved by hiring an actor to
“play disabled” and his achievement presents
a compelling case for hiring more actors who
have disabilities. Hopefully, The Peanut Butter
Falcon will come to be known as the start of a
revolution in independent cinema and beyond.

DAN I ELLE- KAY.COM
LOGOS | BRANDING | PRINT | MARKETING MATERIALS | WEB | ANNUAL REPORTS

Uncut Gems (Josh and Benny Safdie)

Adam Sandler gives the performance of his
career in Uncut Gems. Here he remains on
a tightrope for nearly two and a half hours,
making regrettable decision after regrettable
decision while remaining charming and
funny, even as he destroys his life and others
around him. The film never stops moving
because Sandler never stops moving. The
Safdie brothers present a New York that retains
the grit and danger of the 1970s, and they
are masters of ratcheting suspense until it
becomes unbearable, just as they did in their
previous film, the seriously underrated Good
Time starring Robert Pattinson. As anyone who
has seen Punch-Drunk Love or Funny People
or The Meyerowitz Stories will attest, with the
right collaborators, Sandler is a tremendous
actor. In Uncut Gems, he has found his greatest
opportunity to flex his considerable talent to
date. You might need to meditate when it’s
over.
Five more: Us, The Lighthouse, Booksmart, Star
Wars Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalker, Once
Upon a Time...In Hollywood

JAN/FEB 2020
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2019 THE YEAR IN

MUSIC
Brian Stout

BEST MUSIC OF 2019

Brian is a regular contributor to The Ryder and a
blogger https://whelmedblog.wordpress.com/.

PUP

Morbid Stuff

These Canadian punks have been releasing funny, righteously
pissed-oﬀ records for years, and Morbid Stuﬀ is no exception. It
is ﬁlled with bitter, cynical characters ensnared in relatable hard
times, such as the downsized narrator of “Scorpion Hill” and the
newly health-conscious guy who runs into an ex at the grocery
store in “See You at Your Funeral,” and the music is as ferocious
as ever. Tough, resilient, and snarky bursts of acidic wit, Morbid
Stuﬀ asserts that it’s okay not to be okay, and that our anger can
also be a catalyst.
DANNY BROWN

uknowhatimsayin

Detroit-based rapper Danny Brown is known for wild, genre-hopping tracks and a fashion sense that once cost him a record deal
with 50 Cent’s imprint. His previous Atrocity Exhibition was an
eclectic exercise in elastic raps exploring his struggles and featured guest spots from Kendrick Lamar and Earl Sweatshirt. Last
year, he teased that he was working with a legend on his latest
project, and he wasn’t joking. Q-Tip produced uknowhatimsayin, and while Brown has called it his stand-up comedy record, it
shows a more mature and focused rapper who has lost none of
the live wire, loose cannon appeal of his earlier work. “Best Life”
is among the year’s top songs, a celebration of living in the now
that perfectly captures the new Danny Brown aesthetic.
PRIESTS

The Seduction of Kansas
JAMILA WOODS

LEGACY! LEGACY!

With LEGACY! LEGACY!, Woods doesn’t so much avoid the
sophomore jinx as explode it into a thousand raised ﬁsts. Honoring a legendary artist of color with each track name (“Basquiat,”
“Kahlo,” “Betty,” and others), Woods builds on all the promise of
her impressive debut HEAVN by seamlessly blending personal,
political, and historical themes with rock, jazz, and R&B sounds,
Woods stands tallest among a ﬁery, talented group of young
artists the likes of which haven’t been heard since Erykah Badu’s
best years, and this record casts a long shadow over a year full of
excellent protest music.
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Washington, D.C. has a storied history of politically-minded punk
bands, and Priests have steadily built to this explosive record
over the past several years. The band has a fury that recalls their
Dischord records neighbors and Daydream Nation-era Sonic
Youth, and a recurring theme is power dynamics, from interpersonal relationships to politics. The band has recently announced a
hiatus, so the time is right to get acquainted with one of the year’s
most important records (and discographies).
J. ROBBINS

Unbecoming

Robbins is a legendary producer who has also played in some of
the most highly respected indie bands of the past 25 years, includ-
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ing Jawbox, Burning Airlines, Channels, and Oﬃce of Future Plans. Unbecoming
isn’t a reinvention so much as an extension of what Robbins has done better than
nearly anyone--catchy, taut songs that oﬀer tension and release with a metronomic
precision. The major new wrinkle in Unbecoming is how it directly addresses the
current state of the union. Robbins’ lyrics have been equally intriguing and inscrutable in previous projects (by his own admission, as he has been updating them in
Jawbox recent reunion shows), but here he shouts loud and clear on highlights such
as “Citizen.”
Also notable: Oso Oso, Basking in the Glow; Tyler the Creator, Igor; Mannequin
Pussy, Patience; Queen of Jeans, If you’re not afraid, I’m not afraid; The National, I
am Easy to Find.
Adriane Pontecorvo

BEST IN INTERNATIONAL MUSIC

Adriane is one of the hosts of Monday’s Afternoon Music Mix on WFHB from
1pm to 3pm and Planetary Caravan, which airs every Sunday from 2pm to 4pm.
She is a regular contributor to pop culture website PopMatters.
MDOU
MOCTAR
MDOU
MOCTAR

Ilana:
TheThe
Creator
Ilana:
Creator

As anyone who sees him live
can attest, Nigerien singer-songwriter and guitarist Mdou Moctar is nothing short of dazzling
as a performer. Improbably
quick fingers and dizzying
energy make his shows unforgettable (Bloomington has been
fortunate enough to be on his
U.S. tour circuit twice in recent
years), and his 2019 release
Ilana: The Creator sees that
magic captured in a recording.
On slow, swaying dreamscapes
and upbeat dance numbers
alike, Moctar ’s nimble hands
speak to everything from love
to political strife. Ilana brings
with it an electrifying revelation—that Moctar can sound
just as ferocious in the studio as
on the stage—and puts Moctar
in the spotlight he deserves as
he hits rock star highs on each
desert-tinged track.

A-WA

Bayti Fi Rasi

Made up of sisters Liron, Tagel, and Tair Haim, Israeli trio (and past Lotus Fest
group) A-WA draws on Yemeni traditions and electronic styles from across the
contemporary musical spectrum—dub, reggae, and hip-hop inﬂuences stand out
as particularly strong throughout their sound—to make music that resonates with
a wide audience. Bayti Fi Rasi builds oﬀ of the success of 2016 single “Habib Galbi”
with a particularly forward-facing set of tracks taking on refugee crises and the
cruelty and cowardice of those in power. They sing for justice, humanity, and love
on Bayti Fi Rasi, and do so with glorious vocal harmonies and ﬁerce beats, making
them one of the most potent groups in the West Asian pop scene and beyond.
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Managed Web Hosting with FREE SSL,
large amounts of le storage, and
unlimited email addresses.
Custom, pixel-perfect web designs
that load very fast.
Search engine Optimization
including schema data for better
Google, Bing, and Yahoo rankings.

davidmartindesign.com
812-650-4405

Celebrating
26 Years!
Great Soup
Great Bowls
Great Cause

2020
To benefit
the Hoosier Hills Food Bank

Sunday

February 23rd
Monroe
Convention Center

5PM

TICKETS:
$32 adults (includes bowl & meal)
$10 kids (meal only - purchase at door)
Available at:

By Hand Gallery
Goods for Cooks
Bloomingfoods
Hoosier Hills Food Bank
www.hhfoodbank.org

812-334-8374
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EKITI SOUND

Abeg No Vex

Producer Leke Awayinka’s work in Nollywood, Nigeria’s major
ﬁlm industry, serves him well as he takes on the moniker of Ekiti
Sound, itself an allusion to the eponymous state of Ekiti. Here,
he paints a nuanced and cinematic portrait of the Nigeria he
calls home, drawing on local folklore and half a century’s worth
of popular music practices to oﬀer a new and less essentializing
perspective on life in Lagos and beyond. Dancehall jams, trance
music, and melancholy reﬂections all come together in a boldly
unpredictable patchwork of electronically-powered sounds in
which Awayinka gives us a sonic sense of identity—and beats
ready for dancing.

with Gaelic vocals, ﬁddle, accordion, guitar and Highland pipes.
Many of their tracks are among the most heartful, traditional, and
original, Scottish pieces you will hear.
NATALIE MACMASTER

Natalie MacMaster hails from
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia the
2nd epicenter of Scottish traditional music. She has recorded
sixteen CDs over the past 30
years since she was a young
teenager. Sketches is her brand
new dynamic, hot Cape Breton
ﬁddle music album along with
a number of traditional and
not-so-traditional musical
colleagues.

THE GARIFUNA COLLECTIVE

Aban

The last time we heard from the Garifuna Collective, they were
mourning the premature 2008 death of Andy Palacio, one of the
group’s founders and frontmen and something of a cultural ambassador for the Garifuna people, an Afrodescendent and indigenous
group exiled from St. Vincent to the Caribbean coastline of Central
American centuries ago. They return on Aban with fresh combinations of traditional Garifuna rhythms and crisp, careful production;
taking apart the elements of each track reveals inﬂuences from across
the Afro-Caribbean, from dub to Cuban son. Keeping them together,
though, makes for simply beautiful music, and continues to keep the
sonic culture of a relative few engaging to the many.
ANGÉLIQUE KIDJO

Celia

Queen meets queen on Celia, Angélique Kidjo’s album paying
tribute to one of her icons, the legendary Celia Cruz, through a series
of magniﬁcent, polyrhythmic covers. Celia is a perfect match of past
and present, with “Africa’s premier diva” taking on the repertoire of
the “Queen of Salsa” in such a way that honors its source material
even as Kidjo’s creative ingenuity comes through. Her delivery, as
always, is skillful and vibrant, and her personal appreciation for
the Afro-Cuban traditions Cruz worked so tirelessly to bring to the
globe shines through. Like Cruz, Kidjo always invests her full energy
into each performance, and the additional emotional stake she has
in Cruz as a personal musical inﬂuence – and as an icon of African
diaspora in the Caribbean – only adds to the passion with which she
carries out so many of Cruz’s classics.
Jamie Gans

BEST IN CELTIC AND BLUEGRASS MUSIC

As a programmer for the past 20 years with WFHB, Jamie hosts
The Celtic Road every other Tuesday evening from 9-11pm and
Rural Routes on Saturdays at noon.
BEST IN CELTIC
EABHAL

This Is How The Ladies Dance

Eabhal presents an expressive artistic sound from their residence
of Scotland’s Outer Hebrides. Three young men and two young
ladies feature their debut album This Is How The Ladies Dance
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Sketches

DAOIRI FARRELL

A Lifetime of Happiness

From the city of Dublin one of the most inspirational singers
within the new but traditional Irish sound is Daoiri (pronounced
Derry) Farrell. A Lifetime Of Happiness is his latest recording
with an artistic continuation of his previous two albums. Daoiri
features his tastefully charged vocals with his wonderful bouzouki accompaniment.
BEST IN BLUEGRASS
DAVID GRIER

Ways Of The World

Through the years, David Grier
has been acknowledged as one
of the premier ﬂatpicking guitarists in the bluegrass scene. His
latest album Ways Of The World
features not only his hot, warm
and cool picking but the musicianship of some of the best of his
colleagues which includes Tim
O’Brien, Stuart Duncan, Bryan
Sutton, Andrea Zonn and more.
A number of the tracks have certainly spread beyond the bluegrass
sound with trumpet, drums, electric guitar and penny whistle.
ANDY STATMAN

Monroe Bus

From Queens, NYC, Andy Statman who has most often presented his dazzling mandolin style well beyond the bluegrass genre
returns with an album in tribute to the father of bluegrass, Mr. Bill
Monroe. Along with only one other bluegrass musician, ﬁddler,
Michael Cleveland, the Andy Statman sound continues to present
his bluegrass perspective through a jazz and R&B expression
with horns, piano organ, drums and more. Even Michael, himself,
ﬁddles well outside of his bluegrass world. Andy’s Klezmer style
clarinet is the only instrument he left back in his New York apartment from Monroe Bus.
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disparate and potentially disjointed parts at work here, but the album as
a whole coheres brilliantly.

Carl Pearson

BEST IN PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

STEVE LEHMAN TRIO + CRAIG TABORN

Carl is Jazz Director at WFHB and hosts the Jazz Menagerie
every Tuesday evening from 7:00 to 9:00 pm.
ZACK CLARKE

Mesophase
(Clean Feed)

Young pianist Zack
Clarke’s second
album is a masterful amalgamation
of improvised
jazz, new chamber
composition, and
electronic experimental music. On
his ﬁrst album,
with a piano trio,
Clarke showed
himself to be both
an intriguing progressive composer
and adventurous improviser. He has taken those talents to new heights
with a bigger band—including a cello, a reed-player, a bassist, and a
wide-ranging percussionist (Leonid Galaganov)—creating a deeply
expressive album at once forward-thinking yet grounded. The ﬁve
members of the band provide a rich palette indeed, with the variety of
tones, harmonic possibilities, and moods wonderfully diverse. The ratio
of jazz sensibility to chamber elements is extremely well-balanced, a true
blend of these diﬀerent musical approaches. And the electronic eﬀects
serve mainly to provide bits of texture and depth, never the center of attention themselves (except on the ﬁnal track). Overtones from the cello,
rattles and cymbal shimmers from Galaganov, drones and washes from
the electronics, reedy and woody legato from the wind player (Charlotte Greve), and Clarke’s insistent, captivating piano: there are many

The People I Love (Pi Recordings)

A vital and innovative alto saxophonist, Lehman joins his trio to
a brilliant and cutting-edge pianist in Craig Taborn. What a great
pairing. Lehman is known for his oﬀ-kilter jagged improvisational style with a sharp, piercing tone like a latter-day Jackie McLean.
His is a very aggressive style, even when the tunes mellow out a
bit. Taborn’s brilliance comes in many ﬂavors, but here he is to a
surprising extent a supporting presence. His comping is f***ing
brilliant throughout (check out the right-left hand interaction on
“Ih Calam & Ynnus”, e.g.), and his solos are elegant and inventive—no surprise there. The combination of Matt Brewer on bass
and Damion Reid on drums provides a potent and complex rhythmic backdrop for Lehman’s and Taborn’s potent and complex
approach. There’s even a cover of an Autechre song (which is sort
of ECM-ish—I’m not sure it works, but you be the judge). These
are some of the most forward-thinking musicians in the jazz scene
today. Together they make a formidable team.
PHIL RANELIN

Collected Works, 2003-2019 (Wide
Hive)

Indianapolis native Phil Ranelin has been a presence in the jazz
world since the 1970s, when he helped establish the small but
potent Detroit-based jazz label Tribe Records. This is a welcome
2-CD release of music the trombonist has made with his working
band since 2003 with over two-hours of his brand of post-Coltrane
musical goodness. Ranelin and Tribe records were associated
with the spiritual/soul jazz movement in the 1970s, with heavy
doses of Afrocentrism. While the music’s focus over the last few
decades has lost some of the latter, it retains a serious spiritual
dimension, albeit more in the post-Coltrane vein. It would be fair
to say that he is not so much of a swinger as his mentor J.J. Johnson, but this is deeply felt music and his solos always have a great
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narrative arc. There are 4 diﬀerent line-ups here, and each band
has a slightly diﬀerent sound. But they are muscular groups with
plenty of big names (including Pharoah Sanders, Henry Franklin,
Kamasi Washington, Big Black, etc.). A solid collection with every
track containing rewarding music.
ENRICO RAVA WITH JOE LOVANO

Roma (ECM)

The Imperial

Third release on El Cortez Records from this stellar Portland, OR
band that sells out clubs all across Europe. I cried the ﬁrst time I
heard Holly The Hustle.
DRIVIN N CRYIN

A beautiful, evocative live set recorded in Rome by one of Italy’s
greatest jazz musicians, trumpeter Enrico Rava. At the age of 79
(when this was recorded, 11/18), he retains his signature rich,
open tone, particularly manifest here as he sticks to ﬂugelhorn,
and his solos still sparkle with inventiveness. For the ﬁrst time
in their careers, Rava invited tenor & soprano saxophonist Joe
Lovano to join him for this tour, and the two of them on the front
line demonstrate a remarkable rapport with Lovano’s free-wheeling abandon and Rava’s more calming but deeply inspired lines.
Long-time Rava collaborator Giovanni Guidi has a cool, pointed,
lyrical style with ﬂashes of Monk and Andrew Hill. And the
rhythm tandem of Dezron Douglas on bass and A-list progressive
drummer Gerald Cleaver provides an energetic, spot-on anchor
for the atmospherics. There’s a bit of noir tinge here, with a sense
of menace. But loads of live energy and expansive, gorgeous
solos. A delight.
RICARDO TOSCANO QUARTET

Ricardo Toscano Quartet (Clean Feed)

Young Portuguese sensation’s debut album lives up to the hype.
He has been playing to live audiences in Portugal since he was
15, and now at 25 he’s sharing his love of the music more widely.
Alto player Toscano has developed a keen ear for the 1950’s-60’s
era jazz saxophone, especially Coltrane and post-bop Miles, with
infectious grooves. There is a seriousness of purpose evident
throughout, and certain level of reverence for the music. Toscano
himself has an approach inﬂuenced in equal parts by Coltrane
and Wayne Shorter, and a deep well of inventiveness. Pianist Joao
Pedro Coelho is equal to Toscano’s emotional vibrancy and the
rest of the band is up to the challenge. On the whole, an inspired,
thoughtful, sober yet elevated album. Expect great things to come
from this young phenom.
Mike McAfee

2019 BEST IN MUSIC

Live The Love Beautiful

Singer/guitarist Kevin Kinney has always reminded me of an
unpolished version of Tom Petty. Greatness.
JUSTIN PETER KINKEL-SCHUSTER

Take Heart, Take Care

10 gorgeous and strong tunes on his second solo release. Check out
his previous work in Marie/Lepanto, Water Liars and Theodore.
THREE MERRY WIDOWS

I Was The Moon

Singer Alice Spencer (Shiny Ribs) is a rock goddess. I’ve been
patiently waiting two decades for this record.
Robert Meitus

2019 BEST IN MUSIC

Robert is a music attorney and openly admits that much of the
music he enjoyed this year was made by his clients. But the truth
is that these ten releases (in no particular order) dominated his
playlists in 2019 and were indeed amongst his favorites, along with
Brittany Howard’s soulful “Jaime,” Bon Iver’s lush “I.i.,” The
National’s instant classic “I Am Easy to Find,” Mandolin Orange’s
poignant “Tides of a Teardrop,” and an advance copy of Jason
Wilber’s intimate “Time Traveler,” produced by Paul Mahern.
SUFJAN STEVENS/TIMO ANDRES

Decalogue

This is the solo piano score for the ballet by Stevens and choreographer
Justin Peck that debuted at the New York Ballet in 2017. Like his friend
and contemporary Bryce Desner of The National, Stevens frequently
crosses over into neo-classical terrain, often with complex arrangements.
This one is beautiful and intimate—just Andres and a piano.
HAWKTAIL

PETER BRUNTNELL

King Of Madrid
“Distinguishing factors this
time around
are a lot more
jangly guitars
and gloriously slick
pedal steel.”
– Lonesome
Highway. I’m
all in.
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THE DELINES

Formations

The sophomore release by this instrumental quartet (bass, ﬁddle,
guitar, mandolin) expands on their successful debut in both creativity and musicianship. Following Edgar Meyer and others in
combining musical traditions from bluegrass, classical, Irish and
Nordic traditions, this recording balances soaring bluegrass jams
and driving polskas with heartbreaking instrumental ballads.
I’M WITH HER

Call My Name

This single features the seemless harmonies and consummate instrumental abilities of Sarah Jarosz, Sara Watkins, and Aiofe O’Donovan
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that so many have come to love since the release of their debut
album, “See You Around.” I’m With Her may be oﬀ the road to focus
on their solo careers for the time being, but the inspired music they
created in a brief few years will undoubtedly continue to build their
audience until they decide to record and tour again.
CARRIE NEWCOMER

The Point of Arrival

Newcomer returned in 2019 with a lushly arranged new album
featuring pianist Gary Walters, a top-notch string ensemble
(guitar, cello, ﬁddle, and bass), and Moira Smiley on background
vocals. From the intimate chamber sound of “On the Brink of
Everything” to the optimistic upbeat “Impossible,” Newcomer
delivers one of her best collections to date, drawing from a seemingly bottomless well of captivating melodies and insightful lyrics
that touch the core of the human condition.
KEB’ MO’

Oklahoma

soundtrack is the perfect accompaniment to a quirky, past-paced, whodone-it that was the rave of critics and fans this year.
CAGE THE ELEPHANT

Social Cues

Producer John Hill steered this collection more to the rhythms and
production of the 1980’s in contrast to the group’s last 1960’s-inspired Grammy-winner produced by Dan Auerbach. There is a
reason Cage has more alternative radio #1’s than any other artist
to date—they persistently deliver driving, catchy tracks without
fail. Their ﬁfth studio album doesn’t disappoint.
DAN LUKE AND THE RAID

Out of the Blue

Speaking of Cage the Elephant, Matt and Brad Shultz from that
band have a younger brother Dan Shultz who leads Dan Luke and
the Raid. Their debut album brings to mind early Strokes, pulsing
with infectious melodies and youthful energy. The band’s live
show is not to be missed, as a few of you may have witnessed at
Bloomington’s own The Bishop last fall.

Keb’ Mo’s follow up to his duet album with Taj Mahal (“Taj Mo’”)
brings him back to the Concord label and a
unique, soulful roots-blues sound which so
many have loved since his platinum debut in
the 1990’s. Roseanne Cash features on the rousing political call-to-action and lead single “Put
COMPOSTING
a Woman in Charge”.

MADE CONVENIENT

MADISON CUNNINGHAM

Who Are You Now

Cunningham may seem like she came out of nowhere, but she has been cutting her teeth on public radio’s “Live From Here” for almost two years
after Chris Thile took her under his wing and
expanded her platform to develop her immense
talent. Obliquely reminiscent of Julianna Hatﬁeld with her melodic sense and dynamic guitar
style, at the same time she is a true original.

Helping residents, businesses and events
recover compostable resources locally.
greencaminocompost.com

@GreenCaminoCompost

BONES UK

Bones UK

Bones UK is comprised of vocalist Rosie Oddie and guitarist Carmen Vandenberg, and the
band’s edgy rock sound evokes Nine Inch Nails
at times. Jeﬀ Beck discovered Vandenberg in a
London club, and she subsequently toured and
recorded with the rock legend. These immensely
talented women are destined to be discovered by
more and more hard rock enthusiasts.
NATHAN JOHNSON

Knives Out Soundtrack

Johnson has uniquely and beautifully scored each
of his cousin, director Rian Johnson’s, ﬁlms, with
the exception of “Star Wars: The Last Jedi” (“Brick,”
“Brothers Bloom,” “Looper”). Recorded at Abbey
Road’s Studio One with a full orchestra, this
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The
Replacements:
A New Translation
By David Brent Johnson
A student at the university where I
teach rhetoric and writing came up to
me and—perhaps having heard from
someone that I once had an interest in
popular music—said, “I just heard a
band I think you’d really like. Do you
know The Replacements?” I wanted to
reply, “Do I know the Replacements? Are
you kidding? I am The Replacements.”
GINA ARNOLD, LINER NOTES TO THE 2008 REISSUE OF
THE REPLACEMENTS’ ALBUM LET IT BE
David Brent Johnson hosts Just You And Me weekday afternoons
on WFIU. In 2004, He created WFIU’s nationally syndicated
jazz-history show Night Lights. He has also produced several jazz
documentaries for WFIU, including Bix Beiderbecke: Never the
Same Way Twice, Jump For Joy: Duke Ellington’s Celebratory
Musical, and a four-part history of jazz in Indiana.
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Sometimes one speaks of bands as prophets from a distant age.
“I saw Patti Smith in 1976… I saw R.E.M. in 1982… I saw Jefferson
Airplane/the Byrds/Dylan in 1966… I saw Nirvana in 1990” etc.
There is a religious, we-were-there-when-they-walked-the-earth
sensibility about it (never mind that some of the musicians named
above still walk it today, albeit without the same swing—well, save
for Patti Smith). Concert ticket stubs, a near-anachronism in the
digital 21st century, can be brandished as sacred artifacts. There can
also be a badge of appropriation that accompanies these declarations,
a sort of implication that some of the essence of said important band
or artist rubbed off on the witness, an osmosis of rock ‘n roll holiness.
Though I used to think that a form of vanity, now I’m more inclined
to realize that when you find an artist who makes you feel more
real unto yourself, it’s only natural that you’ll want to conflate your
identity with theirs.
So gather round, ye youngins, while Uncle Dave recollects the
once-upon-a-time phenomenon known as the Replacements, a band
that released its first record in 1981 and its last one in 1990, in perfect
parallel to the all-that-glitters-is-not-gold decade that was the 1980s.
What prompts these reflections? The release this past autumn of Dead
Man’s Pop, a four-CD box-set that captures the Replacements near the
end of their trajectory, restoring their penultimate album Don’t Tell
A Soul to its original mix, providing a second disc of outtakes that
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includes a well-oiled late-night encounter with Tom Waits,
and another two CDs of the band intensely shuffling through
a live set in Milwaukee circa the summer of 1989. And yeah, I
saw the Replacements once, in 1985, though I honestly don’t
remember much of the concert. I was 19, mildly intoxicated,
newly broken-up with my girlfriend, and wanted to be in the
presence of a band I already loved deeply. Whatever gets you
through the night, and that night it was the Replacements.
Thank God I went.

ever-diminishing echo of the burned-out 60s cultural boom, four
Midwestern guys from backgrounds of various troubled degrees,
part of the same Minneapolis scene that produced Husker Du. None
of them graduated from high school, and the bassist, guitarist Bob
Stinson’s younger brother Tommy, was 13 when the band started;
he brought rock ‘n roll game when most kids his age were busy
massaging their all-too-frequent hard-ons. Paul Westerberg, the
band’s singer who also played guitar and wrote nearly all of their
songs, had been working as a janitor for a U.S. senator when he heard
the two Stinsons and drummer Chris Mars thrashing away in the
basement of a house he often passed on his way home from work.
After joining them he reshaped their ramshackle 70’s-Yes-and-TedNugent ethos into something part punk, part Chuck Berry and early
Stones, and ultimately something more propelled by his innately
brilliant songcraft. But the wild spark remained, and it’s a big part of
what made the Replacements so special.
I heard the Replacements’ first records several years after they’d
been released; my introduction to them was the album now generally
considered to be their masterpiece, Let It Be, which came out in the
autumn of 1984. I bought both it and Hatful of Hollow, my first Smiths
album, around the same time that fall at Discount Den on Kirkwood,
a store that stocked indie and import LPs and 12-inch singles, with
a small dry-erase board announcing upcoming releases that always
drew my scrutiny. Back at my dorm room in Read Center, I put on
Let It Be and was greeted with the gallivanting riff that opens “I
Will Dare,” a raucous kick of a song with the vibe of a punk-folk
hoedown (it even includes a mandolin, Martha!). Then there was the
prophetic saloon-piano shocker of “Androgynous,” the gut-punch
anguish of “Unsatisfied,” the stunning downshift from “Gary’s Got
A Boner” to “Sixteen Blue,” a juxtaposition of two tales that, well,
you’ll laugh, you’ll cry. (Let It Be came out just a few months after the
John Hughes movie Sixteen Candles, and I would argue that no coin
toss is needed to determine which one has held up better as a portrait
of adolescence.) Let It Be’s raw intimacy, its Kiss-covering, Beatlesflouting audacity, hit me like nothing I’d ever heard before in my
short stay on earth so far. Thank you, Peter Buck.

The early 1980s: this was the age of Loverboy, fer crissake,
but there was so much incredible music brewing beneath the
top 40 or Hot 100 or what have you, sometimes even bubbling
up into those faux-Babylonian temples of commercial repute
and recognition. Prince and Culture Club and Duran Duran
were all on the radio, David Bowie was back with Let’s Dance,
Talking Heads were getting as big as David Byrne’s suits
in Stop Making Sense. The Clash had two top-10 hits. MTV
momentarily shook up the order of things and gave some
exposure (in its earliest years) to acts that might not otherwise
have been heard. It was the best of times, it was the worst of
times; isn’t it always? It’s just different times, different music.
In the times of late 1984 I was an Indiana University
sophomore, a journalism-and-English major and zealous
music fan living at Read Center on the eastern edge of
campus. The Read Center library actually subscribed to the
two British musical weeklies of note, Melody Maker and
NME, and I read them religiously, as well as American rock
journals like Record Magazine and Musician. At the end of my
freshman year R.E.M., a band I’d fallen hard for over winter
break, had released Reckoning, its second full-length album,
and one that arrived with weighty expectations on the heels of
Murmur, which had stunningly outranked Michael Jackson’s
Thriller for the #1 spot in Rolling Stone’s year-end best-of-1983
survey. I bought a subsequent issue of Record for its profile
of R.E.M. recording Reckoning in the studio (little did I know
that its author, Anthony DeCurtis, was a Bloomingtonian) and
I saw the Replacements the following summer, at the Patio
for the first of several times was introduced to numerous new
in Indianapolis, not long before their major-label debut Tim came
bands by a quote from R.E.M. guitarist Peter Buck:
out. (Husker Du had played the Patio in June, a show I also
“I guarantee that I have more records from 1983 in my
attended; you can actually see the entire performance, put up in
collection than any other year,” Buck says. “I mostly buy
ten parts, on YouTube.) I was nearing the end of both my teens
independent records by American bands, and there’s a lot of good
and a summer spent at home, alight everywhere on the streets
ones. All over the country we go, and every town has at least one
really top-notch group. Maybe they’re too uncompromising or maybe of Indianapolis, working as a door-to-door surveyor for the Polk
they’re all not pretty boys, or maybe they’re just
weird. From Los Angeles that has a million good
bands now—Dream Syndicate, Rain Parade, Black
The hit-or-miss nature of their live shows was already legendary in 1985, and I think I
Flag, Channel 3, Minutemen—to the Replacements
caught them on a not-so-great night. That’s OK, it’s all part of the mythology, right?
and Hüsker Dü from Minneapolis, Charlie Burton
and the Cut-Outs from Nebraska, Charlie Pickett
and the Eggs from Ft. Lauderdale, Jason and the
Scorchers from Nashville. Good bands all over
America doing exciting things, and no one really
hears them. Hopefully things will pick up.”
In another article around the same time
Buck said something to the effect of R.E.M. not
being as good as some other bands and again
alluded to the Replacements and Husker Du.
Given my deep-seated love for the guys from
Athens, I thought, OK, I have GOT to check out
these groups.
The Replacements, like many other
American indie bands of note in the early
80s that Buck cited, had emerged in the
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Not long ago I came across the Village Voice’s annual Pazz and Jop best-of critics’
poll for 1984, and I realized that it was a more interesting year for music than I
recalled. Lo and behold, there were the Replacements (who were generally in good
with the critics from early on—Paul Westerberg even copped years later to having
a sensibility formed in part by all of the critical writing he read in Creem and other
rock magazines during the 1970s), clocking in at #4. Check it out:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Bruce Springsteen: Born in the U.S.A. (Columbia)
Prince and the Revolution: Purple Rain (Warner Bros.)
Los Lobos: How Will the Wolf Survive? (Slash)
The Replacements: Let It Be (Twin/Tone)
Tina Turner: Private Dancer (Capitol)
R.E.M.: Reckoning (I.R.S.)
The Pretenders: Learning to Crawl (Sire)
Hüsker Dü: Zen Arcade (SST)
Lou Reed: New Sensations (RCA Victor)
Run-D.M.C.: Run-D.M.C. (Profile)
Cyndi Lauper: She’s So Unusual (Portrait ‘83)
Bangles: All Over the Place (Columbia)
Ramones: Too Tough to Die (Sire)
Minutemen: Double Nickels on the Dime (SST)
The dB’s: Like This (Bearsville)
Womack & Womack: Love Wars (Elektra ‘83)
Laurie Anderson: Mister Heartbreak (Warner Bros.)
Rubén Blades y Seis del Solar: Buscando America (Elektra)
Laurie Anderson: United States Live (Warner Bros.)
Meat Puppets: Meat Puppets II (SST)
Neville Brothers: Neville-ization (Black Top)
The Smiths: The Smiths (Sire)
Let’s Active: Cypress (I.R.S.)
Tom Verlaine: Cover (Warner Bros.)
Van Halen: 1984 (Warner Bros.)

Prince (also of Minneapolis origin), Bruce Springsteen, and Tina Turner all rubbing
top-10 elbows with R.E.M., the Replacements, and Husker Du. Run DMC’s opening
salvo, the Smiths’ debut, Laurie Anderson’s performance-art tour de force, the
Minutemen’s magnum opus, the Meat Puppets album that would exert such an
influence on Kurt Cobain. Not a bad year, and certainly an early high point for
the ‘Mats, as our Minneapolis boys were beginning to be known, an affectionate
abbreviation of their “Placemats” nickname. But they hardly seemed like potential
80s rock stars. Part of their charm stemmed from their everyday jeans-and-dirtysneakers appearance, guys you might meet at a party or see on the street of any
Midwestern town—“like they all just came off their jobs, or came in from the bar next
door,” as one early associate put it. And they were already ambivalent, suspicious
and fearful of success and its shadow sibling failure. “We’re gettin’ no place, fast as
we can,” Paul Westerberg had sung on “Treatment Bound,” a song from Let It Be’s
predecessor Hootenanny. As the Replacements’ career arc wobbled and wandered
upward, it was a sentiment he’d continue to refine and express.
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Directory. (Practically living some sort of
Replacements song, now that I think about
it.) I remember sitting at a table next to Bob
Stinson, who complained several times
about how smoky the club was—and my
memory was always that Stinson was not
drinking, at least while he was seated at
that table, and how odd I thought that was,
given the band’s reputation for ongoing
intoxication. There were two opening
bands, one from Indianapolis, the other a
vastly-underrated Nashville group called
Raging Fire. By the time the Replacements
took the stage, they seemed somewhat
drunk, but not ridiculously so. I recognized
mostly the songs they played from Let It
Be, as well as some of their infamous 1970s
covers (“Misty Mountain Hop,” “Iron Man,”
“Takin’ Care Of Business”); I’m sure they
played songs from Tim, but I didn’t know
them yet. Recently I took a long look at
the Paul Westerberg Man Without Ties fan
website, trying to find any other accounts
of this show, and I came across a 2003 post
that referred to it. The poster described Bob
Stinson sitting on the drum riser with his
face in his hands and his guitar hanging
down around his ankles for much of the
set, the band ultimately playing as a threepiece… and how could I have forgotten that?
Because though the memory’s only a flicker
from the forum poster’s remembrance, I
think it’s accurate. I think I remember it
now, and how it almost seemed like part of
the band’s show, y’know-if-someone-has-abreakdown-onstage-ramble-on. The hit-ormiss nature of their live shows was already
legendary in 1985, and I think I caught them
on a not-so-great night. That’s OK, it’s all
part of the mythology, right? Ya gotta go
with the gods that brung ya.
Tim, the band’s first album for Warner
Brothers, came out that fall. Though Tommy
Ramone’s production didn’t really serve
the band well—Westerberg’s vocals seemed
farther back in the mix, for starters, and the
in-your-living-room immediacy of Let It Be
much less present—there were a number of
stellar new Westerberg songs: the Sinatra-byway-of-Neil –Young “Swingin’ Party,” the
ode to college-rock radio “Left Of The Dial”
(most low-power university stations, which
were the biggest boosters of indie music,
were found on the double-digit left end of
the FM spectrum), the teen-crush pulse of
“Kiss Me On The Bus,” album-opener “Hold
My Life” (“… until I’m ready to use it”—
hello, slackers!), and, most devastatingly,
the closer “Here Comes A Regular” (“Well
a person can work up a mean, mean thirst/
after a hard day of nothin’ much at all”).
They’d survived the leap to a major label
with their integrity intact.
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One week in early 1986 I and some friends somehow got word, in
that pre-Internet, pre-texting, pre-social media age, that the Replacements
were going to be on Saturday Night Live that weekend. They were, uh, a
replacement act for the Pointer Sisters, who’d had to bow out for reasons
unknown. That Saturday evening we kept the TV on with the volume low
at a party we were attending, and we all stopped talking and zeroed in on
the show when guest host Harry Dean Stanton introduced them: That’s us.
That’s our fucking band up there. They roared into Tim’s “Bastards Of Young,”
with its charge-to-nowhere riff, a GenX anthem for a generation that wasn’t
even named yet, teenaged Tommy pogoing up and down, Westerberg giving
a drunken wink and shouting an obscene musical reminder to Bob Stinson,
who was clad in a striped unitard… talk about not ready for prime time!
These guys were their own deal. At the end of the song Westerberg sank to
his knees and gave a we-are-not-worthy bow, while Bob fell over backwards,
ripping his unitard in an anatomically incorrect location. Later on they came
out again in somewhat more subdued fashion to perform “Kiss Me On The
Bus.” SNL producer Lorne Michaels was so furious that he banned the band
from ever coming back. Exiled from Saturday Night Live? The ‘Mats had
subverted the establishment subversives. (Bob Mehr has written an in-depth
account of this appearance in his indispensable ‘Mats biography Trouble
Boys.)
Around that time I wrote a short
story for the creative writing class I
was enrolled in called “What I Was In
The Mood For,” narrated by a college
dropout and restaurant employee who
plays guitar in a band called Death
Warmed Over, wants to write ballads
as well as all-out rockers, and gives
his girlfriend a Replacements cassette
for Christmas. It’s basically a not-sosuccessful attempt at Westerbergian
poignancy, a Replacements-inspired
love story with dashes of Less Than Zero,
which had been published only a few
months before, and my longstanding
J.D. Salinger wannabeism. Speaking of
ol’ J.D., Westerberg’s fans have tended
to connect with him in a deep manner reminiscent of Salinger devotees,
and Westerberg himself named his first solo album 14 Songs as an homage
to Salinger’s Nine Stories collection. There’s always been a writerly quality
to Westerberg; his songs evoke people and places in a compact, literary-like
way. Plus he had that coulda-been-your-cool-offbeat-high-school-Englishteacher bent, along with his allusions to reading authors such as Dorothy
Parker, Flannery O’Connor, and John Updike.

The Replacements were

never less than heartfelt,

whether they were bored or
laughing or drunk, horny or
blue and lonely and being
stupid-smart about it.

It was shocking to hear in late 1986 that Bob Stinson had been kicked
out of the band, and even stranger to hear that it stemmed from his outof-control drinking. The Replacements had always been seen as drunken
psychic gunslingers who stumbled into town, laughing (or puking) as they
misfired, playing with the swagger of nervous smartasses. (Music writer
Robert Christgau once wrote that the Replacements’ “idea of inspiration
was crashing into a snowbank and coming out with a six-pack.”) Getting
fired from the ‘Mats for excessive inebriation seemed comparable to Reggie
Jackson getting benched for hitting home runs too far into the stands. And
yet too much can be made of the band’s decadent image; Paul Westerberg
and Tommy Stinson in particular were driven to be good from the beginning,
and when the older Stinson, whose frenzied punk-by-way-of-Yes guitar
runs provided such a crucial part of the ‘Mats’ spark (Christgau again:
“Bob Stinson’s perpetually broken promise to harness the power of naked
anarchy”) could no longer function with any consistency on stage, they
canned him. He’d already begun to fall away from the band during the Tim
sessions, unhappy with the direction of Westerberg’s songs, and it’s difficult
to imagine how they could have continued to evolve with him in the lineup.
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His successor, Slim Dunlap, was seven years older than
Westerberg, a steadying presence in some ways, and a more
gifted guitarist than Bob, though he could never match the
fits of idiosyncratic brilliance that Stinson threw on his better
nights. But the band got even tighter.
The Replacements came through Bloomington in
September 1987 and played at IU’s Alumni Hall, a show which
I didn’t attend, God only knows why—too drunk, too broke,
too something or not enough something, because I still loved
them. (You can hear a pretty murky recording of the concert
on a gargantuan online archive of live Replacements shows:
http://replacementslivearchive.blogspot.com/2014/03/
september-15-1987-alumni-hall.html) That summer I’d listened
to their new album Pleased To Meet Me for the first time with
my best friend Pete at his house at 8th and Roosevelt. (He’s
still my best friend thirty-plus-years on and I’ve probably
driven him crazy in recent months, texting him various Paul
Westerberg quotes or anecdotes as if they’re tales and sayings
of the drunken indie-rock Buddha.) “One foot in the door/
the other one in the gutter” from the spat-out “I Don’t Know”
immediately jumped out at me as a classic Westerberg line
in the endless line of such lines. It also sustained PW’s FU
to the 80s creed of careerist go-get’em overdrive: “What
are you gonna do with your life?” and the quick snarl in
response, “NOTHIN’.” A straight-up ode to cult idol and
Big Star songwriter Alex Chilton envisioned a more just
musical universe, where “Children by the million sing for
Alex Chilton when he comes ‘round/They sing ‘I’m in love/
What’s that song? I’m in love/with that song.’” (Weirdly
enough, I always thought at one point in the song Westerberg
changed it to “I’m in love/can’t be wrong,” and I relished
the defiant joy of that line. Except apparently it was only that
way in my imagination, or on a live recording that I heard.
Though nowhere near as reader-response-indecipherable as
early Michael Stipe, Westerberg could still sometimes slur and
smudge his delivery in a way that made his words slippery
in their meaning. Plus he liked to give lyrics a new twist in
performance.) On “Valentine” he sang If you were a pill, I’d take
a handful at my will/and I’d knock you back with something as sweet
as wine… does it get any headier than that? Only if you’re Joni
Mitchell imbibing a case of your beloved.
Then there was Westerberg’s continuing ability to toss
off epic riffs--the sonic thunder cracks of “Alex Chilton,”
the kinetic spiral of “Valentine,” the ZZ-Top-ish bar-room
bolts of “Shooting Dirty Pool.” I just never could seem to get
with “The Ledge,” though, perhaps because it sounded as if
the Replacements had strayed into TV after-school-special
territory—a place that felt inauthentic for them to inhabit, even
if they’d wandered there by accident. Because it was authentic
to Westerberg, per Bob Mehr’s background story in his band
biography about the suicide of a teenaged Westerberg friend.
The Replacements were never less than heartfelt, whether they
were bored or laughing or drunk, horny or blue and lonely and
being stupid-smart about it.
There’s a frequent break in Westerberg’s voice (“Valentine”
offers at least one example) that functions as a sort of
temporarily-throttled cry that you know is going to come out
eventually. For all of the well-deserved praise that Westerberg
gets as a songwriter, he’s also one hell of a rock ‘n roll singer.
Nobody else punctuated passion as well, could careen from
tenderness to hoarse despair and sound so genuine doing it, be
the tipsy wiseguy of romance and the raspy belter of powerangst pop. As both his voice and his songwriting continued to
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Let It Be’s raw intimacy, its Kiss-covering, Beatles-flouting
audacity, hit me like nothing I’d ever heard before in my short
stay on earth

“One foot in the door/the other one in the gutter” jumps out as a
classic Westerberg line on Pleased To Meet Me.
mature, the pressure also increased from Warner Brothers for him and
the band to come up with a commercial breakthrough, a hit single
and/or album that would get widespread radio play.
This is where the 2019 Dead Man’s Pop box-set steps in to rewrite
history. In 1988, as Westerberg wrote the songs that would make up
the raw material for the eventual album Don’t Tell A Soul, the state of
indie music was in flux. Husker Du and the Smiths, two of the best
bands to emerge from the early 1980s, had broken up. Newly-minted
Warner label mates and thorn-in-the-‘Mats-sides R.E.M. were moving
rapidly into the mainstream; their November 1988 album Green
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marked their graduation from the college-rock cult-band circuit. It seemed
like a make-or-break moment for the Replacements.
They had a following beyond the critics, to be sure; Pleased To Meet Me
had sold about 150,000 copies. The high school in the 1989 black-comedy teen
film Heathers was named “Westerburg High” (the spelling allegedly changed
slightly to make the name seem less Jewish, though Westerberg is Catholic)
in honor of the ‘Mats’ head songwriter. Warner Brothers thought they could
take the band to the next level, and after a false and nearly disastrous start
with producer Tony Berg at Woodstock’s Bearsville studio (some of these
efforts are captured on the outtakes disc of Dead Man’s Pop), the band locked
in with Matt Wallace, and Don’t Tell A Soul came to fruition. Some of the
best songs Westerberg ever wrote for the Replacements are found here—the
ballad “Achin’ To Be” that is part portrait of his younger sister, part snapshot
of any would-be artist struggling to find his or her form (“Never finishes,
she abandons/never shows a soul”), the haunting “Rock ‘n Roll Ghost” that
began as a paean to Westerberg’s teen friend who committed suicide and
turned into a reflection of himself, and the frenetic song that became their
only radio hit, “I’ll Be You,” with its telltale refrain “A dream too tired to
come true/left the rebel without a clue/
won’t you tell me what I should do.”
There’s still defiance here as well, in
the wail of “Anywhere’s Better Than
here” and the punch-drunk boogie
of “I Won’t,” with a glorious guttural
whoa-whoa vocal performance from
Westerberg.
As the album neared completion,
Wallace, who’d struck up a simpatico
relationship with a band that could
be difficult to get along with (to put
it mildly), became aware that Warner
Brothers wanted to bring in a slick audio
honcho to give it a radio-friendly polish.
And that’s exactly what happened; as
Bob Mehr’s comprehensive booklet
notes, Chris Lord-Alge “did the job he
was paid for: He boosted the drums,
swathed the vocals in reverb, chorused
and harmonized the guitars, and gave
the record a muscly radio-ready sound…
Lord-Alge made it harder to find the
Replacements’ imperfections, but he
also made it harder to hear the essence
of the band.” The Replacements, frazzled and aware that the clock might be
running out for them, grudgingly acquiesced to this makeover, which also
involved a different sequencing of the album than what they and Wallace
had come up with.
Don’t Tell A Soul ended up selling about 300,000 copies, easily the ‘Mats’
best tally to date, but not enough to make Warner Brothers happy. Longtime
fans were put off by the sound of the album, so much so that they couldn’t
really give Westerberg credit for having produced one of his strongest
batches of songs. A long tour culminated in a series of opening dates for
Tom Petty that left the band feeling even more dispirited, with Westerberg
in particular sensing the futility of trying to become any bigger than they’d
already gotten. The writing was on the wall, and it could have come from
Westerberg’s cry near the end of “We’ll Inherit The Earth”: “I got my
hands in my pockets and I’m waiting for the day to come/It’s never gonna
happen.”
For posterity’s sake, though, miracle of miracles: Matt Wallace had
frantically made his own mix of Don’t Tell A Soul just before it was handed
over to Chris Lord-Alge, hoping to persuade Warner Brothers to take his
version. That didn’t come to pass, but 25 years later guitarist Slim Dunlap’s
wife came across a cache of tapes from the Don’t Tell A Soul sessions in the
couple’s basement. Among the reels was Matt Wallace’s 1988 mix. When

Saturday Night Live

producer Lorne Michaels
was so furious that he

banned the Replacements
from ever coming

back. Exiled from

SNL? The Replacements
had subverted the

establishment subversives.
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heartrending pathos before descending into a crude,
improvised postscript that’s the aural equivalent of
a snapped-off jokey obscene gesture. Lurching from
despair-laden sentiment to prankish fuck-ups—that’s
our boys, all right.
1990’s All Shook Down, which proved to be the
Replacements’ final album, also had a disappointed
reputation for many years, routinely knocked as
sounding more like the first Paul Westerberg solo
album (which Westerberg had originally intended
it to be, until music-biz cohorts talked him out of
it) than a full-band effort. Point taken that the fullyintact band appears on only one or two tracks, and
You didn’t need to read between the lines to understand that Paul Westerberg
that drummer Chris Mars was no longer a member
of the group by the time the album came out. But All
was telling you, front and center, in his own clever, wise and wistful way that
Shook Down, in its melancholic, more-acousticallyit was over.
reflective approach, is the perfect conclusion to the
Replacements’ career. Songs such as “When It Began,”
‘Mats chronicler Bob Mehr heard it, he approached Rhino and
“Someone Take The Wheel,” the title song… you didn’t need to
Warner Brothers about putting it out; the concept eventually
read between the lines, Westerberg was telling you front and center
morphed into the four-CD box-set of Dead Man’s Pop,
in his own clever, wise and wistful way that it was over. Also, it’s
augmented with outtakes and live recordings. Matt Wallace
great pop music, for God’s sake, with hooks a-plenty. I drank alone
did some touch-up work, the album was given its original
to it a number of times and found it excellent company. Then there’s
sequence, and the result is revelatory; “the essence of the band” the Beatle-like ending with “The Last,” albeit a darker counterpart
is restored. Consider the three R’s of rock ‘n roll: ragged, raw,
to the Fab Four’s the-love-you-make-is-equal-to-the-love- you-take
and real, a refinement of emotional ore into musical assertion.
outro, the longtime drunk telling himself sobriety’s just around the
The Replacements always did pretty much as they pleased,
bend: “The last one’s always/gonna last for always.” With All Shook
and Dead Man’s Pop makes a back-to-the-future leap to rectify
Down, the Replacements completed an almost-flawless discography,
the one time in their discography when they—well, you can’t
a progression from blasts of punk/thrash-pop to impeccably-crafted
really say “let the reins get away from them,” because any
songs that still beat with the same heart, albeit one with a lot more
hold on said reins was always tenuous at best. In spite of their
miles on it. And how many bands can say that? The Smiths? The
don’t-give-a-shit image, though, the Replacements really cared
Beatles? Led Zeppelin? It’s an achievement of rarity that answers to
deep down about making passionate, exciting music, and were no canon but its own.
scared less of fucking up than they were of being phony. Dead
The Replacements broke up right before the rocket ascent of
Man’s Pop clears the blur, removing the asterisk from what has
Nirvana’s Nevermind, which is way too easy to lean on as a narrative
always been a near-perfect run of albums.
transition—the forefathers of alternative music retreating from the
Dead Man’s Pop, in addition to the extra disc of outtakes
scene just as their younger siblings rose up to attain fame and fortune.
from the Don’t Tell A Soul sessions, also comes with a June
(A lot of good it did Kurt Cobain.) Still, it seems appropriate that the
1989 Milwaukee concert which was professionally recorded
band didn’t extend into the 1990s. They played their final concert
but mostly unreleased until now. It’s wonderful how well it
just a few weeks before the collapse of the Soviet Union began, an
bookends the early 1986 Maxwell’s show that came out several event that influenced the decade ahead of it as significantly as 9/11
years ago; they’re two of the best live rock ‘n roll records I’ve
influenced the first ten years of this century. The Cold War and the
ever heard. The 1986 Maxwell’s performance is the band’s
80s were done. The first president to admit to having smoked pot
primal heartbeat on display in the waning months of the Old
was just a little over a year from taking office. The bastards of young
Testament Bob Stinson Replacements. The 1989 Milwaukee
were about to become the bastards of thirtysomething.
show is peak New Testament Slim Dunlap Replacements,
more musically refined but still throwing plenty of devilHow does music age? Of course it doesn’t age; we do. Though
don’t-care attitude. Their cover of Johnny Thunders’ “Born
Matt Wallace’s newly-touched-up 1988 mix removes the sonic plastic
To Lose” brings a charge of punk voltage vintage ’77… who
surgery that disfigured the original Don’t Tell A Soul, songs don’t
else could still genuinely sound like that in 1989 besides this
wrinkle and sag with anything other than the time in which they
band of Midwestern vagabonds? (One of their best outtakes is
were made. What becomes more noticeable, perhaps, is the DNA of
aptly titled “Nowhere Is My Home.”) There’s also the chug-ainfluences that created them in the first place. Westerberg’s 1980s
lug rhythm of “Waitress In The Sky,” a joyous deliverance of
music was a scintillatingly original distillation of everything that had
“I Will Dare,” and a blow-your-vocal-cords-out rendition of
come for 50 years before it, with some musical nods and gestures in
“We’ll Inherit The Earth” that leaves you thinking, How did that his songwriting that would become apparent to me only many years
not become a Gen-X anthem? It’s just one of several songs from
later, after I began to revisit the band’s albums start-to-finish. The
Don’t Tell A Soul that regain an intensity Lord-Alge had sanded 70s strains are the most prominent, especially the sensibility of the
away or muffled in his radio-friendly studio mix. Westerberg
character/narrative driven, wistful-everyman singer-songwriters of
remains a shambolic showman in his onstage banter and
that era; Westerberg was a Gordon Lightfoot fan, and I’ve only halfrejoinders, the smart acerbic guy still on a roll as the party
joked that Westerberg is the indie-pop Gordon Lightfoot of the 1980s.
wanes, sounding like a cheesy inebriated MC as he introduces
(It’s not a putdown.) And Westerberg told Bob Mehr that one of the
one song with “Here’s one from Pleased, Pleased To Employ
first albums he listened to intently as a kid was Rod Stewart’s Never
Me.” Tim’s “Here Comes A Regular” weeper is sung with
A Dull Moment, recorded near the end of Stewart’s splendid early-
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If we’re all ultimately alone, some
of us feel a little less alone when

we listen to the Replacements. We
are them for a while, and they are
us—just for the duration of a pop
song, but that’s a three-minute

lifetime, dammit. Our little internal
dramas, our inchoate home movies
of the soul, gain a soundtrack that

makes it all cohere into meaningful
feeling. Matches struck in the

darkness, cigarettes shared in the
existential alley.
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Jan 24, 25, 26 - visit TheRyder.com for times and locations
Feb 2 - Special Screening at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater - 7pm

70s run of Mercury LPs. There was a lot of the 1970s in the Replacements’
seminal 80s-indie-rock sound in general, with their covers of songs such as
“Fox On The Run” and “Twentieth Century Boy” the most obvious giveaway.
This is what they’d grown up listening to; how could it not come through in
the music they made? And they covered those songs because their inner-13year-olds still loved them.
Why have so many people, decades after this band disbanded,
continued to love their songs? Plenty of reasons, but I’d like to suggest
this: from their first album on, with its acoustic here’s-lookin’-at-youHank-Williams B-side of “If Only You Were Lonely,” there was an inherent
loneliness in many Replacements songs, a gnawing hunger for connection
manifested most loudly in the howl of Let It Be’s “Answering Machine,” and
stated most explicitly in the “Lonely/I guess that’s where I’m from” line of
their sole hit single. But listening to the Replacements can be an excellent
antidote for loneliness. You’ll
be them for a while, and
they’ll be you—just for the
duration of a pop song, but
that’s a three-minute lifetime,
dammit. Your little internal
dramas, your inchoate home
movies of the soul, will gain
a soundtrack that makes it
all cohere into meaningful
feeling, articulated through
the transcendental alchemy of
music. If we’re all ultimately
alone, some of us feel a little
less alone when we listen
to the Replacements. Look
up any of their songs on
YouTube, and inevitably you
find comments like these
(beneath “You’re Getting
Married,” one of the early
ballad demos that Westerberg
recorded): “This band totally
helped me out right after my
dad died.” “Sorry about your
dad. I don’t know what it is
about the Replacements, but
they also helped me through
a difficult very lonely time
in my life.” Matches struck
in the darkness, cigarettes
shared in the existential alley.
They helped me.
From turmoil, confusion, and pain, all this companionship was wrought.
“When Don’t Tell A Soul was done, I dropped off Slim and Paul at LAX so
they could go home,” Matt Wallace says in the liner notes to Dead Man’s Pop.
“And this is the entire Replacements story in a nutshell. You start with them
and get run through the grinder and all the craziness you have to deal with.
Then at the end it’s all wrapped up with Paul saying to me, really sweetly
and emotionally, ‘Goodbye, friend.’ That was the poignant payoff after all
we’d been through.”
“And don’t you forget we are the fucking BEST!” Paul Westerberg
declares near the end of the 1989 Milwaukee concert documented on Dead
Man’s Pop. “So I thought,” he tosses off a couple moments later. No argument
from this left-of-the-dial kid, several decades ambivalently removed from
that overcast November afternoon when he dropped the needle on Let It
Be for the first time. It sure as hell proved not to be the last. Ladies and
gentlemen, the Replacements, one of the greatest rock ‘n roll bands that ever
roamed an earth they wouldn’t inherit; they had to settle for history instead.
I’m in love… I’m that song.
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JAN

17

I Was Born, But … w/live music

18

Making Waves: The Art of
Cinematic Sound* w/guests

The Harder They Come

JAN

JAN

23

Constantine w/guest

JAN

17

JAN

24

Mallrats
JAN

24
25
Vuelven (Tigers Are Not Afraid)*

JAN

26

JAN

26

27

DOUBLE FEATURE

Year of the Horse / Gimme Danger
@ The Blockhouse

Mystery Train
JAN

JAN

28

Coffee and Cigarettes
@ Hopscotch Coffee
JAN

JAN

31

38

JAN

29

Down by Law
@ The Woodshop, Upland Brewing Co.

Jim Jarmusch Jorgensen Program

Cunningham 3D*

31

Dead Man w/guest

30

SQÜRL: Jim Jarmusch
and Carter Logan
JAN

31

The Limits of Control w/guest
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FEB

FEB

1

FEB

1

2

리틀 포레스트 (Little Forest)*
w/guest

The Secret of NIMH
FEB

Paterson

FEB

6

FEB

7

Claudine

8

Eraserhead

Unstrap Me

FEB

FEB

9

벌새 (House of Hummingbird)*

FEB

9

줄탁동시 (Stateless Things) w/guest

FEB

10

Bora Kim, KyungMook Kim &
Darcy Paquet Jorgensen Program

FEB

10

FEB

12

벌새 (House of Hummingbird)*
w/guest

15

Jon Vickers Scoring Award:
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde w/live music

Seahorse* w/guest

FEB

FEB

22

FEB

23

CatVideoFest 2020

Pier Kids*

24

Stuffed* w/guest

Please note: Select events take place at venues other than IU Cinema

Tickets for IU Cinema events can be secured online at cinema.indiana.edu/tickets,
in person at the IU Auditorium Box Office, and in the IU Cinema lobby one hour
before each event, if tickets are still available.
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BLOOMINGTON MUSIC EXPO

Celebration of music anchored by BLOOMINGTON’S ONLY PUBLIC VINYL SHOW

February 7-8, 2020
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
live music by

SONGS: MOLINA – A MEMORIAL ELECTRIC CO, WILL JOHNSON, AMY O, & MORE
Vinyl // tapes // cds // djs // art // apparel // food & drink
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